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The use of dense tungsten carbide cobalt coatings is wide spread in the oil and gas industry and particularly in the prevention of wear. However, their poor mechanical strength under harsh environmental conditions (including corrosion effects) can limit the coating functionality. In the present study, a metallurgical and mechanical/tribological investigation was performed on a composite mixture of three coating materials. These were Tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) of both, conventional micro sized Diamalloy 2004 and superfine InfralloyTM S7412 nanostructured WC-12Co, were blended with Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625: Nickel Chrome based alloy) to produce erosive/corrosive resistant coatings. These coatings were deposited by a HVOF thermal spray process onto carbon steel 4041 substrates typically used in oil/gas industry components.
The metallurgical structure of the powders and coating surface morphology were investigated using SEM, EDS and XRD. The SEM and EDS results obtained show that coating mix P.S.4 (which contained 75% of nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Diamalloy 1005) was the optimal coating microstructure amongst all of the blends. Its splats had a uniform cemented shape, supported by a highly dense coating microstructure with enhanced mechanical splat adhesion. Additionally, the fully melted particles within this mix provided lower viscosity of the matrix liquid phase and higher splat impact by the HVOF gun, resulting in high bonding strength at the interface with no presence of delamination occurring at the coating/substrate interface. Such  microstructural properties benefit a components ability to protect itself from wear, and erosion-corrosion.  
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One of the most common and unavoidable problems facing the oil and gas industrial sector is machine components degradation due to wear, corrosion and erosion-corrosion effects. These problems are mainly caused by sand particles mixed with crude oil containing hydrogen sulphide (H2S), carbon dioxide (CO2), organic acid, bacteria and water [1-3]. This has a huge effect on material loss, resulting in the destruction of components, and can cause health and environmental risks due to metal contamination. Figure ‎1‑1 is an example of some oil/gas components subjected to material degradation.  This is not only an issue for the component but a safety risk also for oil/gas producers.

Figure ‎1‑1: The internal wall degradation of a carbon steel oil sand tailings pipe due to erosion- corrosion [4]. 
However, from an economic point of view, operation and maintenance costs increase when components are subjected to such hostile environments. Recently, studies proved that the cost of material losses due to wear and corrosion, detailed by many of the developed industrial countries have reach approximately 4% of their gross internal product (GIP) [5, 6]. For example, in the United States (U.S.) alone, it was reported that the wear and corrosion of equipment and mechanical components, direct costs were about 22 billion Euros per year, just on spare parts alone [7]. Additionally, a similar amount of indirect costs is related to production stops, material waste and management, and maintenance personel costs. Lately, a study carried out by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE), discovered a significant milestone with respect to corrosion within the U.S. economy in 2013 where the total cost of corrosion in the US exceeded $1 trillion annually for the first time [8]. Therefore, wear and corrosion is increasing the operating and maintenance costs for various industrial applications at an alarming rate. In order to overcome such tribological/tribo-corrosion problems, the demand for thermal spray coatings is becoming more and more stringent, as a method to protect such components from the degradation they experience and to extend the life of these components. 
Statement of Investigation
Recently, thermal spraying has proven itself to be one of the most widely recognized industrial solution technologies used to produce superior protective coatings. It is used in industrial applications requiring; sliding, fretting, corrosion, abrasion, and erosive wear resistance [9, 10]. Additionally, it has a variety of applications, ranging from aerospace landing gears to industrial oil pumps, to the blades for hydraulic turbines and piping valves [11]. New research has also demonstrated its benefits in the nuclear industry, magnetic and biomedical applications [12-14]. Thermal spray technology has developed rapidly over the past twenty years through the development of new feedstock materials and new process requirements to meet industrial demands  [11]. 
According, to the energy source used, thermal spray can be divided into various techniques: plasma spray techniques (atmospheric plasma APS, low pressure plasma orvacuum plasma VPS), Flame and combustion spray techniques (High velocity oxy/air-fuel technique HVOF/ HVAF), and Dentonation [15].
The high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) thermal spray technique when compared to the other spray techniques, has proven itself to be the prefered deposition technique used by industries, especially for temperature sensitive materials such as cermets due to its high flexibility and low temperature/high impact deposition of powders [16]. Additionally, the main characteristics of this technique include: high deposit density and strong adhesion bond of its deposit to its substrates, lower porosity and oxidation, high compressive residual stresses to improve the coating life time and cost effectiveness [17].
Today’s environmental concerns must be considered as an integral part of the design process. To achieve its future economic competitiveness and lower environmental concerns, attention must therefore foucus on processes that consume the minimum amount of resources. Therefore, modern developments in materials have moved towards nanostructure size powder to improve the materials properties such as hardness, abrasive and sliding wear resistance. Such coating reduced inherent defects and dislocations moving twards thus decreasing the grain boundaries of atoms[18-20]. Therefore, the deposition of nanostructured feedstock materials has led to an engineered surface with excellent coating function and performance. However, the synthesis of nanostructured coatings from nanostructured powders through a thermal spraying process is challenging due to the exposure of nano sized grains to heat variation (above their melting temperature) particularly when carbide based nanostructured coatings are used [19, 21].
Despite the developments of nanocrystalline powders over the last ten years, HVOF practical applications in repair applications, still present many research challenges, such as detected failures in the oil/gas field, which occur daily during operation, therefore new solutions are still required. Failures that occur in complex surface geometries (as shown in Figure ‎1‑2) which demand very high shape accuracy, render conventional coatings obtained by HVOF as unsuitable compared to nanostructured coatings, due to their high and non-uniform thickness or inconvenient surface roughness [22].

Figure ‎1‑2: Complex shape parts (cylinder, impeller, and flow diverter) [23].
Moreover, some engineering environments are more challenging than others and require composite surface engineered coating microstructures to achieve their performance (high wear and corrosion resistance). This combination of properties suggests at least two or more combinations of coating materials may be required within the desired microstructure. 
In this research, the combination of three coating materials was investigated, Tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) of both conventional micro sized Diamalloy 2004, and superfine nanostructured WC-12Co commercially known as Infralloy TM S7412 manufactured by the Inframat Corporation [24] were mixed with Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) manufactured by the Sulzer Metco Company [22]. Each material had its own unique performance and application in many industrials sectors due to their superior wear and corrosion resistance respectively. However, the applications of these materials individually as conventional coatings are commonlly known; but the application of nanostructured coatings has still not yet been widely investigated, especially as blended materials.
The first aim of this study was to produce very hard coatings applied by the HVOF thermal spray process onto a 4041 carbon steel  substrate, for wear and erosion-corrosion protection a common component material used in the oil/gas industry. The second aim was to optimise the relationship between the various compositions of coating materials and the resulting coating mechanical properties (tensile strength, fatigue, bending, wear, erosion, corrosion), through the development of process models using the Statease Design Expect Design of Experiments. .
Contributions to Science and Engineering 
The novelty of this research in terms of a PhD, was to determine if a protective hard coating could protect components from wear and corrosion/erosion effects compared to convertional coatings currently in the market (WC-Co, WC-NiCr etc.). This would particularly address maintenance cost and stoppage time losses currentlyexperienced by oil and gas industries or other applications. Even though many researchers have produced valuable results via HVOF techniques, most design a single layer coating (or in some cases functionally graded coatings), however the use of a composite (mixing of up to three powders) is novel particularly when using nanostructured WC-Co. The development of process models using the Statease Design Expert design of experiment (DOE) software  is also novel as the only use of (DOE) has been in DCU and never applied to HVOF or wear coatings.
Thesis outline
The schematic outline in Figure ‎1‑3 shows how the thesis is structured in terms of its content. A general background knowledge relating to the research area will be presented, followed by a brief description of the thermal spraying process used. The review of the tribological performance of the selected coating materials (WC-12Co, Inconel-625) and the scientific background behind nanostructuring coatings will be discussed. Chapter 3 will discuss the materials, equipment and procedures used. Chapter 4 will provide a discussion of the results found during this research. Chapter 5 will provide to current conclusions achieved so far and finishing with achieved novelty of the work.    











This chapter focuses on a comprehensive literature review related to this study. Initially it describes fundamentals of surface engineering and wear mechanisms which effect surfaces in service. An overview of basic coatings and hard facing surface treatment techniques is then presented. A brief description of thermal spray techniques is explained based on its associated energy source, followed by a comparison between them. The HVOF (high velocity oxy fuel) thermal spray which is used to produce the coatings in this research is explained in detail including its coating structure, parameters affecting the coating, advantages and disadvantages of the system, and the feedstock materials used. Finally, the literature survey concentrates on previous studies carried out on feedstock materials used in this investigation (Tungsten Carbide Cobalt WC-12Co, particularly micro and nano sized particles and Inconel-625 Nickel Chrome based alloy) including their optimized processes.
Surface Engineering and Wear
Functional engineering components not only depend on their bulk material properties but also on the design and characteristics of their surface. However, in some industrial applications deteriorative mechanisms like corrosion, corrosion/erosion and general wear of equipment components have a major role in affecting equipment durability and reliability. This led to the establishment of the topic of surface engineering, which is defined as the application of both traditional and innovative surface technologies yielding new composite materials with specifications normally unattainable in ether their base or surface materials separately [25] .
For example, in a manufacturing industrial process such as; metal cutting or extrusion of a tool surface, both are exposed to severe conditions due to their rotation and high temperature. In mining, moving counter faces can be hard, therefore sharp edged rocks often impose high impact loads. 
Therefore, it is important to understand the environment, the physical and chemical make-up of the applied surfaces in order to design functional components which extend the machine service life beyond current limits. 
2.1.1	Solid surfaces
Many of the metallic surfaces for engineering applications have a surface shape with peak and hills under microscope even though it may look clean and polished at a macro level. Figure ‎2‑1 shows asperities appearances over smooth surface as often seen through a microscopy [26].

Figure ‎2‑1: Surface asperities of a nominal smooth surface [26].
In reality, any material manufacturing process such as molding, casting, and cutting, plays an important role in the surface shape formation and Tribology. To explain this point, a schematic representation of a metal surface is shown in Figure ‎2‑2 consisting of four layers lying a metal surface. A zone of worked hardened materials will occupy the base of these additional layers depending on manufacturing processes used in production. The next layer is known as the “Beilby” layer which isa highly deformed layer with high strains. Then oxide layers are formed as a result of oxidation from an external environment on the top of the Beilby layer. Finally, a layer of adsorbed gas is formed as a result of condensation of water vapour from an external environments [27].

Figure ‎2‑2: A schematic representation of a metal surface [26].
When solid surfaces are subjected to sliding, rolling, or impact motion relative to one another, interactions between asperities occurs, causing material removal (wear) from one or both surfaces and this reduces a materials service life. According to statistics, most of the mechanical parts failures in industries occur mainly in three ways: wear, corrosion, and fatigue. Amongst them wear is the largest factor, contributing to around 60-80% [27, 28]. Therefore, the study of wear effectively saves material loss, energy and improves the performance and service life of industrial equipment and lowers maintenance costs.
2.1.2	Friction and wear
The principle of friction can be explained by, when two normally flat surfaces are placed on contact under load, the contact takes place at the tips of the asperities and the load is supported by the deformation of contacting asperities. When these two surfaces move relative to each other, lateral forces are required to overcome adhesion. This force referred to as adhesion friction force [29]. It depends on the mechanical properties and the physical and chemical interaction of the two bodies.
Wear on the other hand is progressive damage, defined as a removal material from a solid surface by another solid material during contact motion. This motion can be sliding, rolling, or impact or can occur in combination [30]. It occurs through surfaces asperities interaction and component may require replacement after the surface is excessively scratched or if a relatively small amount of material has been removed. 
The economic values of wear are both extensive and pervasive. However, they not only involve the costs of machine replacement parts, but also the expenses involved in machine interruption, loss of production due to shut down, and resulting loss of business operations for productive industries. 
The wear can be classified based on surface interactions to either, mild or severe wear regimes [31].  A summary of the distinction between the two types of wear is shown in Table ‎2‑1 for adhesive wear. However, other wear mechanisms such as abrasion, corrosion,  cavitation, fretting, erosion,fatigue and so on can occur within these regimes as discussed in [11].
Table ‎2‑1: The distinction between mild and severe adhesive wear [28].
Mild wear	Severe wear
Results in extremely smooth surface-smother than the original.Debris extremely small, typically only 100nm diameter.High electrical contact resistance.Little true metallic contact.	Results in rough, deeply torn Surface- rougher than the original.Large metallic wear debris, typically up to 0.01mm diameter.Low contact resistance. True metallic junctions formed.

2.1.3	Wear Mechanism 
Sliding wear can occur by different mechanisms which are: abrasion, adhesion, corrosive, fatigue, and erosion. In lots of cases, sliding wear can be initiated by one mechanism and it can proceed onto another mechanism which complicates the failure analysis [32]. The only one thing common between the mechanisms is the removal of solid materials via the contact of their surfaces.
The typical wear behaviour over the life of the component is shown by Williams [28] in Figure ‎2‑3. During the running-in regime, a number of mechanical wear mechanisms take place, such as abrasive, adhesive, corrosive wear, fretting corrosion and cavitation corrosion. Once running-in has completed a steady low-wear-rate regime is maintained. During this regime the wear rate rises again as the time increases and fatigue starts to initiate at the upper layers of the loaded surface. In the following section, the wear mechanisms theory will be discussed for each mode separately.

Figure ‎2‑3: Typical wear behaviour over the life of the component [28].
(A) Abrasive wear  
Abrasive wear can be defined as wear due to hard particles or harder asperities in relative motion between two surfaces. Typically, abrasive wear is categorized based on type of contact either: two-body and three body wear [33].The former occurs when an abrasive slides along a surface. However, the latter one occurs when hard particles are introduced between the moving surfaces. Figure ‎2‑4 shows a clear picture for the two types of abrasive wear in schematic form.

Figure ‎2‑4: Two and three-body modes of abrasive wear [34].
Today, abrasive wear is a major concern in the mining, mineral, oil/gas and earth moving industries. Studies have shown that using suitable coating materials and thermal spray techniques such as HVOF process is one of the most common ways of reducing abrasive wear [10, 35-40].
(B) Adhesive Wear
Adhesive wear initiates from the adhesion between two moving surfaces that are placed in contact. When two surfaces are brought into contact, asperities of the two surfaces make a true physical contact. However, under sliding motion, plastic deformation, cracking and fracture can occur within the true contact area [41]. Figure ‎2‑5 shows a schematic illustration of adhesive wear behaviour. Wear debris are usually generated from the material of lower hardness.

Figure ‎2‑5: Schematic illustration of adhesive wear behaviour [34].
This type of wear is usually a result of increased surface interactions at high speeds and high load. It is mainly problem associated with some parts such as: gears, cams, valves, piston rings and cylinders. Lubricant supply can reduce the adhesive wear effect and extend component life. However, for high temperature liquid or solid lubricants, this breaks down and can lead to adhesive wear. Another solution for this process is to consider the chemical properties of the contact surface during surface design. Thermal spraying via various techniques (like plasma or HVOF) can help industry to avoid or reduce this type of wear effect [41].
 (C) Wear corrosion
Another form of wear is corrosive wear, which occurs when the environment interacts with a surface during solid state contact. The products of this reaction affect the characteristics of the materials during relative motion (sliding, rubbing, and rolling) as shown in Figure ‎2‑6 [42]. In fact, several factors contribute to corrosion failure including: high temperature, high humidity environments, and mechanical design [42-44], plus acidic/alkaline environments. Typical examples of applications where both wear and corrosion occurs are component used by the offshore industry, valve, and certain parts of pipes (contractions, bends, and t-pipes) in oil/gas plants.

Figure ‎2‑6: Schematic of corrosive wear [34].
Ceramic and metallic (cermets) coatings deposited by HVOF spraying are a promising group of materials when it comes to resisting wear like corrosion and have been well documented interm of their performance [45-48], as will be detailed later.
(D) Fatigue Wear
Surface fatigue is a phenomena that can be simply defined as the failure that occurs in structures when exposed to dynamic and fluctuating stress having a maximum stress value less than the ultimate tensile strength of the material [49]. Fatigue wear initiates from the crack inside the coatingbecause of stress concentration and start expanding rapidly. 
Fatigue wear can affect any part or component in relative motion. For example, automobiles components, aircraft wings, and ships at seas are all subjected to fatigue failure. There are three basic factors necessary to cause fatigue [50-52]:
	A maximum tensile stress of sufficiently high value
	High fluctuation in the applied stress
	Sufficiently large number of cycles of the applied load    
This kind of failure occurs as initiated cracks external or internally below the surface of the part and start propagating over three stages known scientifically by fatigue crack nucleation and growth [53]. In the first stage, crack initiation usually starts at a notch or other surface discontinuity as a result of back and forth movement of the slip bands. The second stage, involves crack growth occurring when crack change direction and propagate in a direction normal to the applied stress. Finally, ultimate failure occurs when the fatigue cracks becomes long enough (because of thousands of fatigue cycles and environmental effects) that the remaining component cross section can no longer support the applied load [54-57].
Since fatigue is usually associated with three properties of materials surface layers (roughness, fatigue resistance and residual stress) it can be modified by surface treatment [58, 59].
(E) Erosive wear
Currently, erosive wear is considered to be one of the major problems which affect oil and gas industries [60]. This type of wear is characterized by successive loss of material surface due to continuous impact of solid/ liquid particles as shown in Figure ‎2‑7. At worst erosive wear increases due to the combination of oxidation and high temperature [61]. There are several parameters which play an important role in controlling this wear processes including: particle impact angle, surface material, particale shape, , particle velocity, and particle hardness [62-66].

Figure ‎2‑7: Schematic of erosive wear mechanism [34].
Ceramic carbides in metal matrices (cermets) such as: WC-Co, Cr3C2/TiC-Ni, WC-Ni, and Cr3C2 –NiCr are widely used as coating materials to provide resistance to erosive wear [67-71]. In order to apply these materials coatings over a component, a number of coating techniques like High Velocity Oxyfuel (HVOF), plasma spray and dentonation spray gun have been used over the past few years. Among these techniques cited, the high velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) thermal spray process has come to be widely used to produce excellent coatings against erosive wear [72, 73].
(F) Cavetation wear 
Cavitation is a critical reason to wear in some designing connections. Its is the arrangement of vapor pits in a fluid that are the result of cavitational strengths following up on the cavitational field. Its usually happens when a fluid is subjected to quick changes of weight that cause the development of depressions where the weight is moderately low. At the point when subjected to higher weights, the voids implode and can create an exceptional Shockwave [11]. 
(G) Fretting wear 
Fretting wear is surface damage which occurs between any contacting surfaces experiencing cyclic motion of small amplitude. Normally, lubricant at the contact areas, is squeezed out, resulting in direct metal-to-metal contact [11]. However, when fretting wear occurs in an erosive/ a corrosive environment, both the rubbing-off of oxide films and the increased abrasiveness of the harder oxidized wear debris tend to usually accelerate wear. When corrosion activity is distinctly evident.
Surface protection
In industrialized societies there is a growing need to reduce or control wear and corrosion for several reasons, such as to extend the life time of machinery equipment, to design more efficient parts or devices, to save energy and to improve safety. Historically, these aims have been achieved through design changes, selecting improved bulk materials, or by utilizing lubrication techniques, however these solutions are often limited by their application requirements [74].
Another approach to wear and corrosion control, is to utilize a surface treatment or a coating. Coating less wear resistive component materials with a high wear resistive material, offers an ideal method of surface protection. The coatings can be thought of as engineering solutions to enhance surfaces against wear, corrosion, thermal degradation, and other surface phenomena [75]. The advantage of coating technology, in general, is that it combines two dissimilar materials to improve, in a synergistic way, the performance of the whole component. Usually the mechanical strength and fracture toughness are provided by the substrate and therefore the coating provides the protection against environmental degradation processes [76].  Another advantage of coating use is in improving the surface’s appearance where required. 
Coatings can be divided based on functional materials, into two different types, which are metallic and non- metallic coatings [77, 78]. The choice of which type depends on many factors for example: functional requirement, size, shape, metallurgy of substrate, and level of adhesion. Since this study is concerned about metallic cermet based coatings, a more detailed explanation will be discussed as follows.
Generally, metallic coatings are easy to apply to other base metal surfaces by a variety of thermal spray techniques, usually flame spray and HVOF. However, speciality metals with very high melting point such as Mo, Ti, and some of super alloys require high temperature plasma spray techniques [79, 80]. To acquire improved wear resistance, cermets offer added property benefits in addition to metallic coatings [26]. 
Thermal spraying technology
Thermal spraying is defined as a process of particulate deposition in which molten, semi-molten or solid particles are deposited onto a substrate, producing a coating microstructure resulting from the solidification and sintering of the particles [81]. It is the preferred choice in industry for relatively thin and hard coatings applications, providing coatings with higher deposit thicknesses than that used in vapour deposition.  This technique was invented just over 100 years ago (1911) by a young Swiss inventor named Max Schoop which is generally accepted as the birth date of the technology [26]. Figure ‎2‑8 shows a schematic of Schoop’s first experimental electrically- operated metal-spraying apparatus. The process had been used mainly in the deposition of corrosion resistant zinc coatings, followed later by the spraying of hard metals.

Figure ‎2‑8: Schematic of Dr. Schoop’s first experimental electrically- operated metal-spraying apparatus [26].
A brief history of thermal spray technology growth and development is shown in Figure ‎2‑9. The curve follows a typical life-cycle curve: slow at first after the inception by Dr. Schoop in 1911, and then increasing at a modest rate until 1950s [82]. For example, the gun designed by Dr. Schoop used oxygen and acetylene as the heat source and compressed air to project the molten materials. The process was further developed by Rae Axline, George Lufkin and Herb Ingham, who subsequently formed METCO Incorporated in 1933[81]. At this time, METCO LTD (UK), started to market and distribute METCO products in the UK and Ireland. Later on, D-gun coatings applied by the Union Carbide Corporation found a receptive market in the aerospace industry, and a large proportion of the subsequent technological growth was due to plasma-sprayed thermal barrier coating based on stabilized zirconia. The second growth increase (shown in Figure ‎2‑9) occurred in the 1980s with the inventions of the low pressure plasma spraying (LPPS) and high/hypervelocity oxy-fuel gun (HVOF) techniques. Finally, during the last few decades (1980-2000), thermal spraying technology became a widely recognized industrial technology, with the development of cold spray techniques.

Figure ‎2‑9: A brief history of thermal spray technology growth and development [11].
Figure ‎2‑10 shows a schematic demonstration of the typical thermal spray process. The principle of this technique simply uses a heat source (electrical/combustion) to melt or semi melt the coating materials (wire, rod or powder form) to form a coating. The molten/ semi molten particles are accelerated towards the substrate under high pressure gas. Upon impact of the particles on the substrate surface, the particles flatten and form thin platelets or lamellae which build up the coating layers [82]. The size and shape of the coating material can influence the amount of heating involved in the particule and thus influence the coating build up.

Figure ‎2‑10: A schematic demonstration for thermal spray process [82].
Thermal spray techniques
Depending on the energy source used to melt the coating material, thermal spray can be classified into two categories: electrical and flame combustion heating [81].  Figure ‎2‑11 shows a schematic for each category and their different thermal spray techniques which will be explained in more detail in the following sections.

Figure ‎2‑11: A schematic of thermal spray technique [81].
2.1.4	Electrical heating techniques
The coating material or the feedstock materials can be melted using three different electrical heating processes which are: electric arc process, plasma arc process and low pressure plasma spraying processes.
(i) Electric arc process
Different names can be used to describe this process like; twin-wire arc, arc spray, and wire arc spray. Dr. Schoop originally developed the arc spraying technique in 1910 but the process did not gain wide commercial acceptance until 1960 [81]. The electric arc spray process uses a direct-current to directly melt two consumable electrode wires which form the coated material at the tips. As shown in Figure ‎2‑12, once the two wires are continuously fed together, the molten material is propelled toward the substrate of the bulk material by a stream of air. The direct current can be varied to control the spray rate based on both the coating/wire melting point and conductivity.  

Figure ‎2‑12: Schematic diagram of the electrical arc spray process [83].
The main advantage of electric arc process is the cooler deposit characteristics of the electric arc spray, as it minimizes substrate heating compared with other thermal spray coating techniques. Conversely, one of the disadvantages of this system is the high presence of porosity within its coating that can reduce corrosion and erosion performance [84].  

(ii) Plasma spray process
The atmospheric plasma spray (APS) process was initiated by Gage et al. (1962) and modifications grew further from there [81].There are an increasing number of technical applications for plasma spray metal and ceramic coatings, especially those requiring high melting temperatures. Many applications include the protection of surface components from wear, corrosion, erosion and, thermal and chemical attack. One of the main applications for plasma spray coatings is within high temperature jet engines [85].
In the plasma spray process, the coating material in powder form is injected into a very high temperature plasma flame, and then heated rapidly until it becomes molten and accelerated at a high velocity towards the substrate. The plasma flame or plume is produced by transferring energy (from electric current) into a gas (ether argon/hydrogen or argon/helium depend on the system type) until the energy is sufficient to ionize the argon gas. Once the energy input is removed, the electrons and ions recombine releasing heat and light energy accelerated through a shaped nozzel as shown in Figure ‎2‑13. The arc/gas temperature can vary between (15000-20000ₒC) depending on the gas type and the power used in the equipment [26]. For this reason, the plasma spray process is ideal for high melting point coating materials. The relatively high velocity of plasma thermal spray particles lead to higher deposit densities and bond strength of the coating over electric arc. On the other hand, its relative high cost and deposition time consumption are its main disadvantages of this process.

Figure ‎2‑13: Schematic diagram of the plasma spray process [86].

 (iii) Low pressure plasma spray (LPPS)
Various names can be used to describe this process such as; low pressure plasma spray (LPPS), or vacuum plasma spraying process (VPS) because the plasma spray process is carried out in a closed chamber under reduced pressure. The first innovation of LPPS was in 1974 by E. Muehlberger [87]. Figure ‎2‑14 shows a typical schematic of plasma spray vacuum system. The benefit of the closed chamber is to permit close control of the gases environment (i.e. prevent oxidation) this ideal for oxygen sensitive materials like Titanium. As a result, improved adhesion and higher coating densities can be achieved in the absence of oxides and hazardous materials.
The LPPS can be found in many industrial applications especially in aerospace and electronics. However, the high cost of the system and pumping time dependency on the size of the chamber,yield the main disadvantages to using this technique.

Figure ‎2‑14: Schematic of low-pressure plasma-spraying (LPPS) [88].
2.1.5	Flame heating techniques
Flame heating is widely used in industrial because of the relatively low cost compared with the other thermal spray process techniques. This process was developed first after 1910 and continued to grow to date [89]. The principle of flame heating is simply; a chemical energy combustion flame produced via a gas stream is used to melt the deposition materials. Typically, there are three different coating systems using the flame heating method to melt the coating materials which are [26] :
	Flame spraying process
	Spray and Fuse process
	High velocity oxy fuel (HVOF) thermal spray process
(i) Flame spraying process
The flame spraying process can be found in many applications in the industrial sector to protect machine components from destructive wear and corrosion. In these processes, fuel gas and oxygen are mixed to produce a combustion flame which melts the coating materials [81]. The deposition materials can be either in powder or wire/rod form as shown in Figure ‎2‑15. Once the coating material melts, it is accelerated as a spray deposit toward the substrate by a high flow rate of gas. However, one of the main disadvantages of the flame heating is its temperature range limitation which is to around 3000 ͦ C [89]. 

Figure ‎2‑15: Schematic diagram of flame spraying process [22] 
(ii) Spray and fuse process
 Generally, the spray and fuse process is considered to be an improvement of the powder flame spray process. Typically, two steps are used to describe spray and fuse process. In the first step, the coating deposition is formed by flame spraying. While in the second step a conventional oxy-acetylene torch is used to fuse the deposit. The fusion temperature reaches up to 1300 ͦ C [26]. One of the main process advantages is the strong bonds between the coating material and the substrate due to their atomic diffusion. On the other hand one of the disadvantages of this process is that the substrate surface can be affected by the high temperature and fusion applied [90].

(iii) HVOF thermal spray process
Historically, high velocity oxy-fuel spraying (HVOF) was established in 1958, but did not become commercially significant until 1982 when James Browning introduced the Jet Kote system as a first HVOF combustion gun system [91]. After that the process found many applications in the industrial sector and started to grow to satisfy the markets requirements required to this day. 
There are two different types of HVOF spray system such as: dentonation gun spraying and the continuous combustion HVOF [26]. However, the difference in fuel gases and cooling systems are the main distinguishing features between the two. The dentonation gun system combustion is controlled by a timed spark and is known by its tube or long barrel into which powder coating materials are introduced as shown in Figure ‎2‑16. Greater heat is transferred to the particles using this design. The dentonation gun spray coating is considered to be one of the densest and hardest amongst of the all thermally spray deposits [92].

Figure ‎2‑16: Schematic Diagram of the Detonation Thermal Spray Process [92]. 
On the other hand, the continuous combustion HVOF system is similar to dentonation gun process, but it operates using continues steady state process [93]. Further details will follow on this later, as continuous combustion HVOF is the process under investigation in this study. 
2.1.6	Thermal spray process techniques comparison
The major important aspects of each thermal spray processes were explained in the previous section, each having their own different characteristics. However, there is no one typical process that can is preferred over another because each process has its own properties and it also depends on the requirement and commercial application, and the desired coating characteristics [91, 94]. The range of the operating flame temperatures for the thermal spray family is shown in Figure ‎2‑17 together with the particle velocity for each process. For example, the plasma spraying process used for high melting temperature coating materials (ceramics), however, it is still very expensive and complicated in its use [95]. On the other hand, the HVOF spray process is a low cost process compared with other process. Additionally, the HVOF spray process is preferable for temperature sensitive materials such as cermets, as it has a lower flame temperature [16]. Finally, the cold gas spray (CGS) shows another option for thermal spray applications which require low flame temperature ranging between 300 - 1000ₒC. Another important concept is the parameters (such as fuel type, velocity, feed rate and temperature) they also play an important role when one compares thermal spray process techniques. However, compressed air and the energy source used influences the level of energy within the chamber and the kinetic energy imparted into the particuale thus varing the microstructural properties of the coating and influencing coating build up.

Figure ‎2‑17: Representative flame temperature and particle velocity range for various thermal spray processes [16].  
HVOF thermal spray process
Since the HVOF spray system is the main concern for this study as it was used to produce the coatings, a deeper investigation will be discussed regarding this technique. Recently, the 
HVOF coating process has proved itself to be a commercial process developed to generate both denser and higher bond strengthcoating with low porosity for wear and corrosion applications. This development created various types of high velocity oxy-fuel guns depending on the type of powder injection, the design of the combustion chamber, the fuel types, water or air cooling, and nozzle shape. These factors control powder particle dwell time, velocity and flame temperature, and eventually coating quality [96]. Figure ‎2‑18 show different types of HVOF guns available in the market produced by the Oerlikon (Sulzer) Metco Company.
Along with the different options used in the HVOF process as mentioned before, in addition, availability, cost, and safety are the main factors considered when choosing a suitable type of HVOF gun type. For example when considering fuel type, hydrogen provides 50% more combustion products than hydrocarbon gases but still there is an application limit for this fuel because of its high cost and safety issue [97]. 

Figure ‎2‑18: Different types of recently produced HVOF guns in the market [96].
In principle, HVOF is simple to use and can be described as shown in Figure ‎2‑19. Firstly, the oxygen and fuel (propane, kerosene, acetylene, propylene, natural gas or hydrogen) are mixed and introduced into the combustion chamber, a chemical reaction takes place and energy is produced. The mixture is ignited to preducea high combustion temperature reaching approximately 3000 ₒC depending on the gun operating parameters and fuel type used, a hot high pressure flame [26]. The powder coating material is fed into the nozzle and accelerated by the pressurized gas flame. After passing through the nozzle, the powder particles melt partially or completely and are accelerated at high velocity (rangebetween 1500 and 2000 m/s) towards the substrate [41]. As the molten particles leave the expansion nozzle and strike the substrate, they form splats as a result of very high impact velocity and therefore form a well- adhered coating on the substrate. 

Figure ‎2‑19: Schematic of a gas fuel HVOF gun Diamond Jet torch [98].
2.1.7	HVOF coating structure and properties  
Most researchers examine the coating microstructures using SEM and X-ray Diffraction observing the cross section, surface morphology and phase development of the coating. The porosity, grain size, and the particle distribution are the main microstructural parameters evaluated. Many investigations [99-101] of coating microstructures demonstrate that the thermal spray history of the particles during spraying has an important influence on the microstructure and phase composition of the final deposit.
The optimization of the coating microstructures and properties is a challenging task, not to mention the performance of the coating in a particular environment or application. There are a number of influencing factors and interdependencies that control the coating properties and these will be described in more detailed in the following sections. These interdependencies are complicated and sometimes even impossible to handle/remove. 
The HVOF coating structure is affected by several factors including: porosity, oxidation, splat shape, bond interface, grains and residual stress [16]. Many of these effects are produced when the coating cools down after spraying onto the substrate. Figure ‎2‑20 shows a typical coating microstructure including these common features. 

Figure ‎2‑20: Schematic cross-section view of HVOF thermally sprayed layer [96] 
(i) Porosity 
Porosity or voids are one of the important features to be considered by a coating designer in HVOF thermal spraying. It is measured by volume percent and normally ranges between 0.1 and 15 % for thermal spray deposits [26]. Typically, high levels of un-melted and re-solidified particles and porosity during coating cooling can be a result of low impact energy, influenced by particle velocity and combustion kintic energy, localized stress shrinkage of the splats, spraying angle, particle temperature and size and surface treatment prior to coating  as indicated in Figure ‎2‑20. During the last two decades, research has shown that the HVOF thermal spray process exhibits the lowest percentage of porosity amongst all other thermal spray processes, which is a direct consequence of its high particle speed and low flame temperature [16, 41]. 
(ii) Oxidation
Oxides are another defect appearing in a cross section of a thermal spray coating as shown in Figure ‎2‑20 (depicted by a brown circle phase parallel to the substrate). The interaction during deposition between the air and the heated particle coating is the main cause for oxide formation [41]. Unfortunately, higher particle temperatures and longer dwell times increase the concentration of oxide formation, resulting in a low strength coating. The HVOF thermal spray process shows the lowest percent oxide content compared to the others thermal spray process. Although, different approaches can be used to minimize oxide development, the main types are [102]: 

	Lowering the flame temperature to reduce the average particle temperature
	Using the correct powder size for the equipment
	Shortening the dwell time by lowering the spray distance or increasing the particle velocity
2.1.8	Parameters affecting HVOF coating 
There are many adjustable parameters that can be considered during HVOF spraying classified into three main categories [16, 103]:
	Powder properties (density, particle size, morphology, distributions, chemical composition, and manufacturing method).
	Surface treatment either before or after coating (both mechanical and chemical).
	Process spray control (gas velocity, flame temperature, gun standoff distance, and gas fuel type).
These parameters play a big role in achieving high performance protective coatings in terms of content of high adhesive bond strength, low porosity and high coating density with low oxide.
Recently, the optimal design towards coating quality for industry using the HVOF spray process has led to important research through the development of modelling design (such as design of experiment (DOE), Taguchi analysis and Finite Element (FE) programming) to control the various parameters [16, 104]. Moreover, a list of standard spray parameters has been developed for the spraying of feedstock powder materials by the thermal spray suppliers. 
Table ‎2‑2: The effect of parameters on the quality of thermal spray coatings [26].
Adjustable factor	 Coating benefit
Higher impact energy	Smoother Surface
Less residual stress	Thicker Coating
Reduce time at high temperature	Stable phases, no grain growth
Particle heating	Unmelted particles
Less dwell time	Lower oxidation

2.1.9	Applications of HVOF Coatings
The HVOF thermal spray process has many applications in various industrial fields such as: automotive, aerospace, oil and petrochemical, gas turbines, pulp and paper, electronics, medicine, and shipbuilding [104-106]. These industries use the HVOF for several reasons including: wear resistance (adhesion, abrasion, corrosion), clearance and dimensional control, thermal barrier coating (heat resistance), and improving electrical resistance and conductivity properties.
For example, the HVOF thermal spray deposits in the automotive sector are coated onto: pistons, cylinder liners, and axles [107]. The coatings improve the life of these components by several orders of magnitude against wear, corrosion, and high temperature oxidation.
The aerospace industrial sector has demonstrated the HVOF thermal spray ability to provide coatings replacing electrolytic hard chrome. In particular, they use the HVOF coatings extensively on landing gear components such as pins, journals, and axles parts [108]. These parts are subjected to a great stress and side loading during landing. The coating eliminates the environmental issue around the use of hard chrome in addition to improving the wear life and cost (in term of manufacture, repair and maintenance) of the components. 
Recently, the growth and development in HVOF coating is arising in the medical industrial sector to design complex components of medical devices used in performing complex surgeries and hip replacement therapies [109]. Moreover, electric parts including semiconductor heat sinks and insulators, are coated by oxide ceramics and polymers using the HVOF spray process.

The HVOF coating has also found several applications in the oil and petrochemical industries which is the main concern area in this research [11]. Especially, as the sole target of these industries is to improve productivity and the key issues for that are: reliability, long life parts, and reduced down time. Sub-sea ball valve, offshore, rotors, impellers, stabilizers, and pipelines are some examples of parts coated by HVOF coatings [110]. 
2.1.10	HVOF process advantage and disadvantage 









Typically, the high velocity supersonic speed of HVOF is the main advantage of this process which produces short particle exposure time in air (dwell time) resulting in a high adhesion bond strengths.
Generally, design and repair engineers must also understand the disadvantages of the HVOF process before deciding to use this process. The disadvantages of the HVOF spray system include [93]:
	Limitation of flame temperature (typically below 3000 ͦC)
	High noise level due to the high gas velocities
	Substrate needs to be cooled down after deposition as result of high heat generated by the HVOF system
	Difficulty involved in the masking of samples and time consuming for HVOF systems
	Spray of complex shapes is difficult
Feedstock Material
The feedstock material is defined as any material used/injected into thermal spray system and that is then projected as a material onto the surface to form a coating. The behaviour and properties of the produced coatings are quite dissimilar to that of the feedstock materials. In general, the coating performance can be influenced by differences found in the feedstock materials: types, production route, particles size distribution, and particle morphology [16].
Feedstock materials are classified based on their form into the following types: rods, wire, and powder. The flame spray technique often uses rods as a feed material in many applications, but the limitation of the rods is the short length of sintered rod which creates interruption in coating microstructure during change over to a new rod [41]. On the other hand, wire formed materials are mainly used in the arc spray or flame spraying process.  The wire material is simpler to handle and produced by forming processes, but the disadvantage is the limitation of material choice to ductile materials. 






	Size and shape distributions
	Varity of industrial applications
The HVOF thermal spray process has used micron sized powder feedstock materials for a long time. Recently, HVOF coating improvement has been shown via the tailoring of Nano crystalline powder coatings, providing higher bond strength, low porosity, and increased wear properties compared to microcrystalline powder [111]. From this point of view, it is important to discuss the production of powder form in the following sections since its influence in controlling the particle size, shape, and homogeneity that can affect the coating performance.
2.1.11	Powder Production Methods
There are many different methods used to produce thermal spray powders as detailed in previous studies. These methods are listed as; Atomization, Sintering or Fusion, Spray drying (Agglomeration), and Compositing (Cladding).
Typically, metals, oxide ceramics, cermets, and carbides can be converted into powder by the methods mention above. Each production process produces different powder shape, particle size, and microstructure [112] as shown in Figure ‎2‑21.
In the atomization production process, the produced powder depends on many factors including: the cooling medium in the atomization tower, the atmosphere inside the melting chamber, and the atomization medium [93]. For example, Gas-atomized particles form spherical shape particles while water- atomized form more angular particle shapes as shown in Figure ‎2‑21. The principle of the atomization production process is simple and most of metals and alloys are mainly produced or manufactured via this method.

Figure ‎2‑21: Different particle shapes for sulzer metco’s feedstock materials [22].
Powder sintering production is the second most popular powder production process and can be also known as fusion. The principle of the process can be described simply as: material heated (below its melting temperature) followed by binding of the particles by chemical diffusion, and finally particle size and distribution controlled by crushing. Ceramics, cermet (carbide) powders, and brittle metals can be produced by this technique. However, a wide 
range in both apparent particle density and particle shape are produced. These variations in sintering processing parameters result in high variability of coating options (such as coating density, hardness, and wear resistance) [113].
Spray drying (also known as agglomeration) is one of the most popular methods for producing thermal spray powders. In this process, particles are bound together using an organic binder and water, followed by the drying and atomisation of the particle in a dry chamber and finally collected, for thermal spray powder use. The main advantages of the agglomeration process are that it enables the combining of different materials and the flowability of spherical particles formed [113]. 
Compositing or cladding is another production method used in the production of thermal spray powders usually cermet or ceramics, basically, combining two or more materials by chemical cladding. The coating performance (hardness, and fracture toughness) is determined by the variation of materials cladding ratio [81, 113]. 
2.1.12	Quality control of thermal spray powder production
The properties of the coating produced by the thermal spray technique, depends on the characteristic of its powder feedstock material. So it is important to consider the quality control applied during the powder production to satisfy the desired application requirements. While powder producers may provide the user with a list of characteristics, the characteristics that must be controlled during powder production for thermal spray optimization process are [41]:
	Particle size distribution and grain shape
	Chemical composition
	Density and flowability
 The following research work  at how Particle size affects coating performance was observed in the plasma and HVOF spray process [14, 114]. It was found that, using small particles in plasma spraying, resulted in the decomposition of the coating due to evaporation of some of these particles. While in the HVOF spray process using large sized particles produced un-melted particles in the coating. This demonstrates the importance of quality control for these characteristics. Equipment used to observe these characterisations included: X-ray absorption or florescence for chemical composition, and SEM or optical microscopy for particle shape and distribution or particle size analysis. 
Recently, there has been an increase in the number of modern coating materials entering the thermal spray marketing providing additional levels of surface protections. These materials fit within, metals, ceramics, cermets plastics, glass, and composite materials. The cermet composites are extensively used to prevent wear and corrosion in industries for manufacturing parts and machinery [115]. 
Amongst the different types of ceramics particles, reinforced metal matrix cermets, tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-Co) and Cr3C2-NiCr are commonly used in industry as hard coating feedstock materials applied by thermal spray, typically HVOF and APS air plasma spray. The Cr3C2-NiCr thermal spray coatings are usually used for high temperature applications above 550 ₒ C [116]. 
WC-Co thermally spray coatings have been used widely and accepted as an effective and economic way to solve wear and corrosion/erosion problems in oil and gas industries.  Other compostion WC have also been used in such industries and these depend on the regional environments to which they must perform. For example WC-NiCr are used offshore in North Europe but can have disadvantages if used inland in the Middle East, which this study foucs on to understand more about the material and its development used to enhance the performance of their coatings, the following section looks at the literature associated with the WC-Co material.
Tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-Co)
Thermally sprayed tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-Co) is a very successful powder applied to protect metal surfaces against wear and corrosion-erosion in industry. Around 95% of all cutting tools available in the markets are made of WC-Co based materials [117]. Historically, Godoy et al. was the first investigator of WC-Co cermet coating using HVOF thermally sprayed process [118]. The good wear resistance exhibited by WC-Co is attributed to its unique mixture of high hardness and reasonable levels of fracture toughness. The strong WC particles form the main wear-resistant constituent of these materials, whereas the metal binder Co offers toughness and mechanical support to avoid brittle fracture [19, 119, 120]. Additionally, the equilibrium phase diagrams in Figure ‎2‑22 shows the combination of tungsten with carbon to form hexagonally closed packed (HCP) carbides that are WC and W2C.

Figure ‎2‑22: The equilibrium phase diagram for WC –Co [121].
Many factors affect WC-Co thermally sprayed coatings, such as: the carbide and binder phase composition, the WC grain size and volume fraction, the thermal spray techniques used to perform the coatings, and optimization of the process parameters [16]. Based on that, different efforts have been carried out by researchers using WC-Co thermal spray coatings, to achieve functional coatings.
Typically, the main range of WC-Co thermal spray powders used are the 86-88% WC and 12-14% Co for protection against sliding and abrasive wear. Reducing the matrix content (% CO) leads to coatings with lower ductility and high hardness, and better resistance to wear [22]. The WC-12Co thermally sprayed has found many applications in oil and gas industries today such as: pipes, gate valves, and offshore components.
Most of the previous research [16, 120] has shown that amongst all of the thermal spray coatings techniques available in the market, the HVOF thermal spray process is well known in providing superior results in terms of high quality WC-12Co coatings performance. They attributed this to the higher gas jet velocity, lower flame temperature, and cost effectiveness. This results in coatings with very high bond strength between splats, little porosity, and minimial oxidation during spraying. 
2.1.13	Carbide particle size effect on thermally sprayed coatings
Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in reducing the WC carbide particle size to improve the WC-12Co thermally sprayed coating performance [19, 122, 123]. However, although hardness may increase with decreasing carbide size and Co content, the fracture toughness can also be affected[124]. The improvements in these mechanical properties are attributed to the fact that as the carbide size is decreased, thus the mean free path of the matrix is reduced resulting in greater constraints against deformation, increased hardness, reduced tendency for binder phase extrusion, and better splat-splat bonding with a less porous structures [125]. The scientific approach of reducing WC carbide size has continued to grow over the last decade towards the field of nanostructured size powders.
Lately, nanostructured WC–12Co (WC and Co particles of approximately nano size aggolomerated back up to 40-50 µm) powders have shown higher hardness and wear resistance than conventional coatings [126, 127]. Especially where the critical requirement applications include: complex surface geometries and extreme shape accuracy or tailored surface roughness as shown in Figure ‎2‑23. However, there are some complications when optimizing enhanced abrasive wear properties in WC-12Co thermal sprayed coatings, as the carbide sizes decreases, this causes extensive decarburization experienced by the nanostructured WC powders during various thermal spray coating techniques [126]. Therefore a significant step to address this problem is to understand more precisely how the microstructure of the micro and nanoparticle sized WC-12Co coating is affected by the various thermal spray techniques [11].

Figure ‎2‑23: Critical requirement applications of WC-Co [22, 128].
2.1.14	HVOF WC-12Co nanostructure thermal spray coatings
HVOF is demonstrating itself to be the preferred choice for nanostructured WC-12Co over other thermal spray processes because it offers lower flame temperatures and high impact velocities and grain size [129-134]. Both parameters are important because they affect the degree of oxide content and porosity within the deposited coatings [125]. It is difficult to combine all of the findings together to obtain a complete understanding of the findings due to the different process conditions used including: starting powders spray characteristics, and other factors that influence the coating structures and parameters used. However, one essential common problem which has emerged in most of the studies the reduction of the decarburization of WC nano particles within the flame. The reduced WC particle size increases oxidation and the specific surface area of carbide particles and therefore dissolution of carbide into molten cobalt binder matrix is more prominent [131].
The superiority of the nanostructured WC-12Co coatings over conventional coatings in terms of toughness, hardness and abrasion resistance was achieved in many studies [135-138]. For example, Jia et al. [137] reported that as the carbide size reduced to the nanometer range (such as less than 100 nm), the hardness of the WC-12Co cermet coatings did increase up to about 2400 Hv due to homogeneous distribution of WC nano particles in the Co matrix.
Activated combustion-high velocity air fuel (AC-HVAF) spraying coating has been used by Liu et al. [124] to deposit WC-10Co–4Cr powder in addition to a modified powder having different composition of WC–12Co nanostructured powder. The results indicated that an addition of 15% nano WC–12Co increased the coating hardness from 1677 to 1873 Hv0.3, plus the wear and erosion resistance of coated samples also increased. 
In a comparative wear study carried out by Skandan et al. [130] between conventional and multimodal WC-12Co coatings deposited using HVOF process; results reported that the abrasion wear resistance was at least 50% better than that of conventional WC-12Co coating. Wang et al. [139] studied the performance of abrasive and erosive wear of three different sizes (conventional, multimodal, and nanostructured) WC-12Co HVOF deposited coatings. A similar result was observed where both multimodal and nanostructured ranked higher than conventional coating in term of hardness, abrasive and erosive resistance. Moreover, nanostructured coatings were found to have the best abrasive wear resistance amongst all and this was attributed to their homogenous powder structure and smaller WC particle size.
Recently, it was found that the spraying parameters have a great influence on decomposition of WC nano particles within the matrix. He et al. [140] successfully synthesized near nanostructured WC-Co coatings with low amounts of non-W2C phases, possessing high hardness and good wear resistance.
Qiao et al. [141] and Wang et al. [142] studies, observed that hardness and toughness of the coatings depended on WC-binder adhesion and their adhesion between splats. However, high flame temperatures increased the WC-binder adhesion but decarburization was also increased. The decarburization lowers the bond strength between the splats and reduces coating adhesion. Moreover, they illustrated that decarburization was mostly seen in the nanostructured powders due to their high specific surface area. As a result, the decarburization of WC particles in spraying and loose bonding amongst WC particles in the nanostructure coating significantly affected the wear performance. Wang et al. [143] demonstrated that the barrel length of the gun was the main factor in controlling the decomposition of nanostructured WC during the spraying process. Although, long barrels can form more severe decarburization, they provide higher micro-hardness than coatings deposited using a small barrel. When both the barrel length and the spray distance were equal some effects were observed with respect to the phases, surface morphology and micro-hardness of the coatings. 
Conflicting with the above results, it was claimed by some studies [122, 144, 145] that thermally sprayed nanostructured coatings and small-grained WC-12Co coatings were inferior in wear resistance to conventional WC-12Co coatings regardless of their high hardness.
For example, Shipway et al. [122] study on nanostructured WC-12Co materials coated by HVOF thermal spraying demonstrated higher levels of WC decomposition during this spraying process. The two main reasons to explain this observation were: firstly, the open porous structure of the powder particles themselves led to the overheating of the particle raising it to higher temperatures through spraying which improved dissolution of WC into the liquid binder phase (first step of decomposition reaction). Secondly, the fine carbides in the nanostructured coatings produced higher surface area to volume ratio of the carbide grains in the powder particle, and therefore enhanced the kinetics of dissolution. Similar results were also supported by Cho et al. [132]  in his case study.  Guilemany et al. [144] suggested using a multimodal WC-12Co powder containing both nanostructured and microstructured WC particles to utilize the easy melting of nanoparticles in order to achieve a dense coating. The results showed that the multimodal WC-12Co HVOF thermal spray coatings had better abrasive and adhesive wear resistance compared to the nanostructured coating even though the latter had higher hardness values. The powders also had the advantage of being less expensive than the nanostructured powder.
2.1.15	WC-12Co nanostructure decarburization effects




The WC phase suffers decomposition producing W2C, moreover which subsequently transforms to metallic W when high temperatures are attained in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Additionally, during thermal spraying, carbon diffuses from WC into the matrix and Co diffuses from the matrix into the carbide, forming Co2W4C or Co6W6C phases. It has been shown the above reactions take place on the surface of WC particles; however other reactions can occur when sufficient WC has dissolved in the liquid phase [97]. Therefore, as much as the thermal decomposition can be inhibited through spray particle heating control, the decarburization to metallic tungsten can be difficult to eliminate. Early studies carried out by Kear et al. [147] stated that the controlling factor of  WC decarburization was heterogeneous melting and localized superheating of the high surface area feed powder during spraying. Moreover, the heat treatment of the coatings at an optimum temperature (600ₒC) improved the wear resistance by 45% with an increase in micro- hardness of the coating [148]. At 600 ◦C extra carbide particles having a rectangular shape precipitated in the splat boundary layer. Furthermore, the carbide volume fraction in the splat boundary layer became a similar level to that in the middle of a splat.
Baik et al. [149] and Khan et al. [150] suggested another method to reduce decarburization and WC decomposition during HVOF spraying of nanostructured WC-12Co coatings by using a protective Co surface layer as shown in Figure ‎2‑24. Improvements in hardness and abrasive wear resistance were obtained from the Co-coated powder coating. However, the Co-coated powder produced a significant reduction in decarburization and WC decomposition during spraying but whose presence was detrimental to wear resistance. Recently, modification of high velocity oxy-fuel spraying (known as warm spray WS), in which the temperature of combustion gas was reduced by mixing nitrogen with the combustion gas was another approach used to reduce the decarburization effect [151, 152]. The resulting gas contained water vapour, unreacted hydrocarbons and oxygen. The resulting splats deposited by WS maintained their spherical shape from the original feedstock powder therefore forming solid particle impact due to its lower particle temperature, while the HVOF splat deposited indicated melting and solidification in their impacts. They attributed the small size of carbides in the HVOF splat to a desolution effect into the Co binder.

Figure ‎2‑24: SEM showing duplex Co around nanostructured WC–Co powders [150].
Berger et al [199] looked at the influence of various compositions of Nickel and Chromium added to WC in comparison to WC-Co. The findings resulted that wear performance increased when Cobalt was used there fore supporting that the research aim of this study to blend WC-Co with Inconel-625 which contains Nickel and Chromium would be superior to that of a WC-NiCr alloy. 
2.1.16	HVOF spray process modelling
The HVOF spraying process is known for its complexity which arises from a large variety of variables controlled through its deposition process. These variables can be process parameters (gas pressure and flow density, powder feedstock, and fuel gas) or hardware characteristics (traverse velocity, gun shape, spray angle and distance). Due to this challenging environment of the HVOF technique, the optimization and controlling of the process to achieve a desired coatings property is a highly interesting scientific task. 
Recently, studies [153-160] show various statistical and numerical modelling methods used to optimize and analyse a coatings performance. For example, Fang et al. [157] report can be  the importance of oxygen flow rate on the optimal hardness of HVOF WC-CrC-Ni coatings. A statistical finite element analysis carried out by Tahar et al. [158] predicted that the friction coefficient of WC-12Co coatings would increase linearly with the increase of fuel and with parabolic correlation with the stand –off distance.
The spray parameters of bimodal HVOF WC-12Co coatings were optimized successfully using a Taguchi method by Wang et al. [143]. It was concluded that the various spraying parameters show little effect on the phase of coatings but a significant influence on coating performance (hardness, porosity, and toughness). They attributed this to the increase of fuel and oxygen flux.  
Tillmann et al. [161] identified the most relevant factors which influenced the HVOF deposition of fine Cr3C2 – Ni2Cr powders and found the optimal settings for the deposition of coatings with enhanced tribological and mechanical properties. The fuel /oxygen flux and the stand of distance reported to be the significant influencing factors with respect to the deposition efficiency, roughness and microhardness.   
As a result, the optimization of the HVOF thermal spray system based on the conventional design of experiments (DOE) methodology could be one of the most promising solutions to produce high quality coatings performance (statistical analysis the data, reducing experimental time) therefore it will be utilized in this study, which was used in previous studies [162, 163] to effectively optimise thermal spray deposition. 
2.1.17	Modifications to WC-12Co Erosion- Corrosion Prevention
Many components and machinery parts suffer from erosion-corrosion degradations due to the impact of small solid particles entrained in a corrosive liquid stream. Normally, the coatings composition, microstructure, and the overall structural integrity play a big role in its ability to defend itself against erosion. Although WC-12Co thermal spray coatings are effective in most protection applications as against pure wear, they are however not as well-matched in erosion-corrosion environments compared to  other coatings [135]. In environments where both erosion and corrosion take place, the corrosion properties of the metallic binder must be considered. Pure cobalt binder suffers from corrosion when it exposed to corrosive environments like sea water.  WC-12Co thermally spray coating have been the subjects of numbers erosion studies in coating research field [124, 164, 165]. Liu et al. reported that the addition of 15% of nano WC-12Co powder into WC-10Co-4Cr AC- HVAF improved the coating erosion resistance [124]. A similar benefit also obtained by Wang et al. [166] noting that the WC-12Co coating with nanostructure feedstock (WC size 50-800nm) exhibited the lowest erosion rate compared to other conventional and multimodal coatings. 
(i) Inconel-625 and Nickel/Chromium based powders
It has been reported [167, 168] that the erosion- corrosion properties of WC-12Co can be improved by the addition of chromium based alloys for high temperature applications in energy related industry applications especially power plant boilers or nickel based alloy for low temperature applications in oil and gas industries such as pipe and gate valves. These two alloys improve the oxidation resistance of the WC-12Co coatings. In the oil and gas industry, Ni based alloy are widely used in applications that combined wear and oxidations [169]. One the most commonly used HVOF Ni-Cr base alloy coatings powder is Inconel-625 (Diamalloy 1005), which offers high practically resistive surfaces to harsh corrosive environments with relatively low cost [170].  This material has several properties which render it superior when applied as a HVOF coating in order to protect components from erosion-corrosion attack [171]. However, its high strength was derived from the stiffening effect of molybdenum and niobium used in its nickel-chromium matrix. Moreover, the combinations of its elements also provide a wide range of superior resistance against aggressive environments. In addition, the high freedom of local attack (crevice, pitting) corrosion, wide range of temperatures and pressure, and high corrosion-fatigue are also primary reasons for its wide acceptance in oil and chemical field industries [172]. 
Significant research studies were carried out to examine Inconel-625 HVOF thermal sprayed coatings [173-176] applied using different conditions. Al-Taha et al. [174] reported a significant improvement of the corrosion resistance of Inconel-625 with the addition of WC particles when applied onto 304 steel  substrate surfaces using HVOF thermal spray. This research attributed the findings to the existence of WC particles which controlled temperature rise and its gradient in the coating. Additionally, increasing the WC content in the coating resulted in an increase of Young’ modulus, fracture toughness, and the magnitude of the residual stress of the coating. These findings were supported in a case study for the same material carried out by Liu [175]. Bakare et al. [177] investigated the passive films on wrought and HVOF thermally sprayed Inconel- 625 using XPS analyses. They indicated that the superior corrosion resistance of Inconel-625 was due to formation of oxides formed from the individual Mo, Cr, and Nb elements. 
The erosion-corrosion behaviour of HVOF thermally sprayed Inconel 625 coating on different metallic surfaces (coated and welded) was investigated by Al-Fadhli et al. [178]. The coating exhibited excellent erosion-corrosion resistance, as it was not highly affected by the type of substrate material. Furthermore, Li et al. [179] indicated that the adhesive strength of the coating increased from 40 MPa to 56 MPa when a bond coat of about 50µm thickness was introduced between the coating NiCrBSi and the mild steel substrate. The bond strength increased to 65MPa when a WC-Co interlayer bond coat was applied to NiCrBSi-40wt% WC-Co.
Further efforts to improve the erosion-corrosion behaviour of Inconel-625 thermal sprayed coating were carried by a number of researchers using a laser surface melting (LSM) treatment [180-182]. For example, both Ahmed and Al-Taha [174, 180] observed that laser surface melting of HVOF of Inconel 625 largely eliminated porosity and localized regions as well as general homogenization and resulted in the improvement of erosion-corrosion and wear resistance of the coating. However, some LSM studies [175, 181] had an insignificant effect on the coating performance due to overlapping tracks which result in corrosion resistance degradations.
Literature survey summary
In general, the literature shows that wear and erosion-corrosion is a serious problem in the oil and gas industries which implies more increased costs. Thermal spray deposition of tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) has shown its superior resistance to pure wear compared to the other cermet materials especially when nanostructured particle size feedstocks are used. On the other hand, Inconel-625 has been used in harsh corrosive environments as a surface coating, but in wear applications the material has low hardness and poor tribological benefits. For this reason Inconel 625 requires the addition of a hard material such as WC-12Co during HVOF spray coating to improve its coating wear resistance.
Additionally, amongst all of the thermal spray techniques, the HVOF spray system has proved itself to be the best technique used to deposit both nanostructured and micro-size WC-12Co powders due to its low temperature and high velocity. An important task is the proper control of the thermal spray process parameters and appropriate coating material selection is required to enhance the coating performance for any substrate. 




3	EXPERIMENTAL: MATERIALS, Equipmentand procedures
 Introduction
This chapter provides a description of the materials, experimental coating and characterization equipment used in the current research and in addition to this the details of design of expert (DOE) software. The first section describes the specifications of both the substrate and the powder coating materials. Following this, details of the sample design and manufacturing procedure are explained. The HVOF spray system is discussed thereafter, with each of the component system being explained in detail. Finally, the methods involved in the experimental characterization research is described. For more simplicity, this section can be broken up into two parts:
•	HVOF system: sample preparations, powder mixing, and spray procedure.
•	Coating characterization: powders morphology, coating surface morphology
The second section deals with full description of the DOE software modelling used to statistically analyse the coating mixture design matrix of the three different coating materials (nanostructured WC-12Co (InfralloyTM S4712), micro size WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004)), and  (Inconel 625 (Diamalloy 1005). Moreover, this section evaluates the coating performance of the different mixes in term of their mechanical responses. 
Most of the experimental procedure carried on this research followed the ASTM associated standard for each mechanical test and metallography preparation. Figure ‎3‑1 shows the research methodology schematic outline of this chapter.

Figure ‎3‑1: The schematic outline of this chapter 
Research materials
Three different types of materials were used in this study. The first one was AISI 4140 carbon steel used as the substrate material, which is  used in pipe, vessels, tanks, and drums, manufactured for the oil and gas industry. 
Tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) and Inconel- 625(Diamalloy 1005) nickel alloy powders are the other two materials used as the coating powders. The WC-12Co used in this study had two powder morphologyies: micro sized and nano-structured. The following sections provides more information about their composition and the manufacturing process for each material.
3.1.1	Substrate material
The AISI 4140 carbon steel substrate used under this investigation was provided by MIR Steel UK Limited Company in sheet form. The sheet size was 1250×1000 mm and two thicknesses 3 and 4 mm were used depending on the characterization technique chosen. This material is widely used in oil and gas industrial applications and usually subjected to harsh environments such as: corrosion, erosion, and wear. Exposures to such conditions causes this material to be prone to corrosion and wear effects. Table ‎3‑1 and Table ‎3‑2 shows the chemical composition and the mechanical properties of the AISI 4140 carbon steel respectively. 
Table ‎3‑1: The chemical composition of the AISI 4140 











Based on the extensive literature survey carried out in chapter 2; three different coatings powders were chosen in this study supplied from different companies to form the desired coatings. 

(i) Diamalloy 2004 WC-12Co (Micro)
The First coating powder used in this study was Tungsten Carbide Cobalt WC-12Co sintered with a micro particle size of 45+5µm supplied also by Sulzer Metco (now Oerlinkon Metco). Its commercial name is Diamalloy 2004 and has a chemistry of 88wt% WC and 12wt% Co. This material provides good abrasion, erosion and sliding wear resistance, in addition to a dense coating (when coated via HVOF) with good bond strength. The major wear resistance constituent of these materials derives from the hard WC particles, while the toughness and support is carried by the cobalt matrix binder [22]. Based on that, WC-12Co is used extensively in many industrial applications requiring wear resistance. However, Diamalloy 2004 is also not recommended for application use above 500ₒC. Figure ‎3‑2 shows the powder morphology of Diamalloy 2004 as provided by the manufacturer. 

Figure ‎3‑2: SEM image of WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004) [22]   
(ii) InfralloyTM S7412 WC-12Co (Nano)
Nanostructure superfine WC-12Co was the second powder used in this study and supplied by Inframat Corporation under the commercial name InfralloyTM S7412. Its chemistry was also 88wt% WC and 12wt% Co. The hardness of the WC-12Co increases with reducing WC carbide size since the free path between cobalt binders reduces. Based on this, this nanostructured WC-12Co was chosen in the current study to achieve a dense coating for wear and corrosion applications. The powder particle size of InfralloyTM S4712 was again in the range of 45+5µm with an agglomoration of WC grain sizes ranging from 100 – 500nm. Figure ‎3‑3  shows the general powder morphology of the material showing its high flowability spherical geometry [24]. The powder manufacturer recommended this powder for use in erosion/corrosion environments. 

Figure ‎3‑3: SEM image for nanostructure WC-12Co (InfralloyTM S7412) [24]
(iii) Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625)
One of the selected powders was Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) and is usually used to prevent corrosive and erosive effects in mild environments such as neutral salts, sea water, and atmospher conditions. It is one of Sulzer Metco’s company (now Oerlinkon Metco) Ni-base superalloys products with the commercial name Diamalloy 1005 and has a chemical composition as shown in Table ‎3‑3.





This blend of elements is responsible for its superior resistance to a varied range of corrosive environments. The powders have uniform spherical shape as shown in Figure ‎3‑4. The average size of these particles is approximately 40+5µm as stated by the manufacturer [22].

Figure ‎3‑4: SEM image of Inconel-625 (Diamalloy 1005) [22]
Coated samples design
The selected substrate material in this study was supplied from the manufacturer in a sheet form with the size 1250×1000 mm with two different thicknesses as mentioned previously. It was fabricated according to ASTM standards to three different design shapes to satisfy the mechanical test requirement dimensions.  Solid Works CAD was used to create the CAD drawing for each of the different sample shapes with full dimensions to facilitate workshop manufacturing.  
The first shape was a dog bone shape design as shown in Figure ‎3‑5 used in both fatigue and tensile testing. The design followed the ASTM E8 standard [183] .  

Figure ‎3‑5: ASTM E8 Fatigue and tensile samples design used in the research
The rectangular shape described in Figure ‎3‑6 was used to form the bending test samples, designed according to the ASTM D-790-07 standard. 

Figure ‎3‑6: The ASTM D-790-07 bending sample design and dimensions
The discs used during the wear tests were designed according to the ASTM G99 standard as shown in Figure ‎3‑7.

Figure ‎3‑7: ASTM G99 Wear test disc sample 
Finally, Figure ‎3‑8 describes the disc design used in the corrosion and erosion tests according to the ASTM A 370 standard.

Figure ‎3‑8: ASTM A370 Corrosion and erosion test disc sample design 
Sample Manufacturing 
A Bystronic Sprint 3015 Laser cutting machine (as shown in Figure ‎3‑9) was used to cut the carbon steel sheet to the desired sample size(s) during the current research. This device is designed to cut ferrous and non-ferrous metals, with highly reliability and precision, designed to work with thin metal sheets that range up to 4.064 mm thickness. 

Figure ‎3‑9: Laser cutting process system used to prepare the samples
Figure ‎3‑10: shows the different samples formed by the laser cutting machine used in the research.

Figure ‎3‑10: A photograph of the different substrate samples post laser cutting.
Coating location
Figure ‎3‑11 shows the location of the coating on each sample type used in this study. Two colours are shown in the figure; the yellow colour represents the desired coating area while the gray colour represents the base metal (AISI 4140 carbon steel). 

Figure ‎3‑11: A schematic design for the desired required coating area for each sample.
HVOF thermal spray facility
Due to the HVOF equipment issues in DCU the coating was carried out by a coating process facility, namely A&A Company Inc. Thermal Spray Coatings Laboratory in the USA. They have been at the forefront of the thermal spray coating industry for over 60 years devoted exclusively to the application of metal, ceramic, cermet and hard coatings. 






A schematic diagram of the layout of the complete system parts is shown in Figure ‎3‑12. A detailed description of the working principle of each unit is described in the following sections.

Figure ‎3‑12: A schematic diagram of the layout of the complete HVOF facility [26].
3.1.3	Powder feed unit 
A PF-3350 powder feed unit (shown in Figure ‎3‑13) was used in the HVOF thermal spray facility manufactured by the Plasma Powders Company. The key objective of this powder feed unit is to carry the powder to the gun at a precise flow rate (g/min) using a transporter gas such as nitrogen. It consists of slotted metal disc powder wheel, control cabinet, canister, feed rate meter and a hopper assembly and the unit is completely self-contained.
The principle of this unit is simply when the spray process starts and combustion occurs in the gun, the feedstock powders from the hopper drops into the powder shaft due to the variation of nitrogen gas pressure, air vibrator, and gravitational force. The powders are transported through the port shaft by the nitrogen carrier gas to the gun composition zone through the powder injector. The HVOF system user can regulate the nitrogen carrier gas flow rate by using the control knobs according to charts provided from the powder manufacturer. The main step in operating the powder feed unit is adjusting both the nitrogen pressure and powder flow rate.

Figure ‎3‑13: The HVOF PF- 3350 powder feed unit [184].

3.1.4	Gas supply units
In this research the gas supply units of the HVOF thermal spray system were compressed air, oxygen, and propane as shown in Figure ‎3‑14. Oxygen was supplied at high flow rate since it is the oxidant during composition. In this study three 80kg oxygen cylinders were used to achieve a high flow rates and pressure. Another three 75kg cylinders of propane gas were used as a fuel gas during combustion to achieve the required flow rates and pressures. A vaporiser system was necessary to pressurise the propane to the required pressure, using nitrogen as back filled pressure gas. 
The compressed air pressure to the gun was regulated by adjusting the air control unit. Based on the powder materials used in this research and the suggested values from the powder suppliers companies, the optimizations of these gases parameters were conducted. In this study the gas pressure was reported as 150, 70, and 75 PSI (10.3, 4.8 and 5.2 Bar) for oxygen, fuel, and air receptively. 

Figure ‎3‑14: HVOF thermal spray gas supply. 
3.1.5	Flow meter unit
The main function of the flow meter unit shown in Figure ‎3‑15 was to control the flow rates of the supplied gases (oxygen, propane, and compressed air), based on the coating powder materials and spraying parameters. It is clear from this figure that the DJFW type unit consisted of three main parts: flow adjustment valves, pressure gauge, and three glass tube meters. By switching the adjustment valve, the flow rate of an individual gas could be decreased or increased. 

Figure ‎3‑15: HVOF DJFW flow meter unit.
For safety and to avoid flash back occurring in the combustion chamber, both oxygen and propane flow lines were installed with flash back arrestors and check valves. The flow rate and the pressure can be adjusted within ± 0.1 Bar and ±1 Flowmeter reading (FMR), within a range from 0 to 11 Bar and 0 to 100 FMR respectively.
3.1.6	Diamond jet gun
A schematic of the 1050DJH gun used in the current research is shown in Figure ‎3‑16. The choice of the gun used depends on the powder grain size and the melting temperature of the coatings materials. The front end of the gun has a major influence on the effect of flow rate, controlled by the various nozzles that can be used/interchanged. For more explanations of the gun principle working, the gun can be divided into five different zones (as shown in Figure ‎3‑17). In the first zone the powders are carried out to the combustion zone (zone 4). Followed by zone 2 where the propane gas runs parallel inside the gun body, while the oxygen travels obliquely and all three gases are mixed in zone 3. The combustion process starts in  zone 4 where powder is added to form the molten material, while zone 5 provide circulated compressed air to cool the assembly during combustion and did kinetic energy transfer to the particle 

Figure ‎3‑16: A schematic of the 1050DJH gun used in the HVOF facility [22, 26].

Figure ‎3‑17: A schematic illustration for the five different zones of the DJH gun [26].
3.1.7	Support system
Safety is considered to be an important candidate in this research, for this reason some support equipment’s and facilities are required to lower the risks when using the thermal spray process. These facilities are:






Full details are detailed specifically by Stokes [26].				 
Design of Experments (DOE) 
As mentioned earlier, there were three different coating powders materials to be mixed at different percentages to form the feedstock material for the HVOF thermal spray. The three mixture components were:  WC-12Co micro (Diamalloy 2004) size and in nano (InfralloyTM  S4712) as well as the Inconel 625 (Diamalloy 1005). 
Different design of experiment software packages have been used by various authors in the thermal spray process based on the requirements or the desired objective. However, it was in the current research, Design Expert by Statease and a D-optimal design type with three mixture components was selected. Table ‎3‑3 presentes the minimum and the maximum limit of each material based on the literature review and the desired application for the coatings. 


















Table ‎3‑5: The matrix of the DOE for the different compositions of powders.

































Figure ‎3‑18: A high accuracy digital balance used to weight the powder compositions.
Usually several progressive steps should be considered when running a DOE model. These steps are explained within the following section to describe how the a mathematical model was achieved.
1. The critical process Parameters 
The first step in DOE design is to identify the critical factors to start the design. Normally this step can be done in two different ways; by conducting a preliminary study (i.e. Screening study based on factorial design or partial factorial design), or from the past literature review. In our case in this study the factors were determined from the past literature in addition to experience in the fields of the desired application. The parameters that have been found to be important from the literature include spray distance, traverse velocity, feed rate of the powder, and the gas flow rate. These parameters help in the optimization of the HVOF during spray process to avoid the appearance of WC decomposition. The focus of this work was based on the three different percentage composition of the powders WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004 and InfralloyTM  S4712) and as well as the Inconel-625 considered to be the main parameters in this model.
2. Determining the limits of each parameters
Two significant aspects were mainly applied to determine the level of each powder composition percentage (parameter) drawn from: literature review, the requirement of the desired application. The above Table ‎3‑3 shows the starting value and the limit of each composition. 
3. Devolopment of the design matrix
The matrix depends on the type of DOE design selected. In the case of D-optimal, the design matrix values have been indicated in Table ‎3‑4. These experimental runs are appropriate for the calculation of the coefficients detailed in Equation ‎3‑1.
		Equation ‎3‑1
4. Conducting the experiment 
The experiments performed for each response were completed by adhering to the design matrix Table ‎3‑4. They were conducted in a random order to ensure that any systematic error/bias during experimentation would be avoided. Repeats (doubles) quantified repeatable data statistically determined from the experiment.  

5. Making records of the responses
All of the responses detailed in the literature review were measured chronologically for each experiment, adhering to the measuring processes of each response. Where appropriate, an average of three recorded measurements was determined, to be potentially used for further analysis.
6. Development of the mathematical model
The functional relationship which was used to signify any relevant response may be expressed using Equation ‎3‑1.
7. Estimation of the coefficients in the model
Regression analysis was adopted in order to specify the values of the coefficients indicated in Equation ‎3‑1. Using computer software, the coefficients relating to all of the responses for each experiment were evaluated. 
8. Testing the adequacy of the models developed
The ANalysis Of Variance (ANOVA) was used to test the adequacy of the models developed in this study. The statistical significance of the DOE models developed and each term in the regression equation was examined using the sequential F-test, lack-of-fit test and other adequacy measures (i.e. R2, Adj- R2, Pred. R2 and Adeq. Precision ratio) using the same software to obtain the best fit. The Prob.>F (or p-value) of the model (and for each term involved in the model) may be calculated using ANOVA. If the Prob.> F of the model and of each term in the model does not exceed the level of significance (say = 0.05) then the model may be considered adequate within the confidence interval of (1- ). In the case of the lack-of-fit test, the lack of fit may be deemed insignificant where the Prob.>F of the lack of fit is higher than the level of significance [185]. Table ‎3‑6 below presents a summary of the ANOVA table. The adequacy measures can be determined by Equation ‎3‑2 to Equation ‎3‑5. 

Table ‎3‑7: The ANOVA table of DOE model.



























Typically, the full model, as detailed in Equation ‎3‑1 involves insignificant terms that need to be removed from the model. Such terms are those that possess a p-value which is higher than the level of significance (). This elimination can be done manually or automatically. The three automatic procedures used for assessing all potential regression equations (or the selection of variables) include the forward selection procedure, the backward elimination procedure and the stepwise regression method [185]: 
	Forward selection procedure: 
This process was initiated merely with the constant term; the first variable included is that which possesses the highest simple correlation with y. Where the regression coefficient of such a variable is significant, it would remain in the equation. When the value of y was been modified according to the effect of the first variable, the variable having the second highest correlation with y was required. Subsequently, there was an assessment of the significance of the regression coefficient of the second variable. Where the regression coefficient was significant, a third variable was needed. This whole process was finished when the last variable used in the equation had an insignificant regression coefficient or, alternatively, when all of the variables had been used. The test statistic for this selection process was the standard t or F-statistic, which was equal to t2.
	Backward elimination procedure:
For this process, the entire equation was fitted, and the variables are removed in sequence, rather than simultaneously. The variable which offers the least important contribution to the reduction of error was the first to be removed (or, alternatively, the variable possessing the lowest t ratio is used; i.e. the ratio of the regression coefficient to its standard error), and so on. Where more than one variable has an insignificant t ratio, the variable which has the smallest insignificant t ratio is dropped. The equation involving the remaining variables was subsequently fitted, and the ratios for the new regression coefficient are tested. The process was completed when all of the t ratios are significant (or, alternatively, when all except one variable had been removed).
	Stepwise regression method: 
This approach was essentially a forward selection allowing the removal of a variable which was added at an earlier stage (as is the case with the backward procedure). The mathematical procedures adopted for the inclusion and deletion of variables were identical to those adopted for forward and backward procedures. This procedure provides the advantage of different or similar degrees of significance for the inclusion or removal of variables from the regression equation.

10. Development of the final reduced model
The final reduced model can subsequently be built up using the process detailed above. This model offers only the significant terms and those terms that are necessary to maintain hierarchy. Also, a reduced quadratic ANOVA table would have been produced. 
11. Post analysis 
After the final model has been confirmed as suitable, the response at any midpoints can be anticipated using the model deemed most adequate. It is also advised to devise plots such as 3D graphs, contours and perturbation plots, in order to detail the influence of various factors in the response. It is also recommended to use the developed model in order to determine the setting at which the process is most effective. 
12. Optimization steps
1. Desirability approach
There are several statistical techniques available used for multiple response problems. These include overlaying the contours plot for each response, constrained optimization problem and desirability approach. Popular statistical software, such as GPSS, NEMROD and Design-Expert, incorporate multiple response optimisation techniques. The desirability method was chosen because of its simplicity, the availability of the software and the fact that it offers flexibility in terms weighting and assigning importance to individual responses. Dealing with such multiple response optimisation problems using this technique involves the need for a technique which combines multiple responses into a dimensionless measure of performance (the overall desirability function). The desirability approach involves transforming each estimated response, Yi, into a dimensionless quantity bounded by 0 < di < 1, where a higher di value suggests that the response value, Yi, is most desirable where di = 1. This means a completely undesired response or vice versa when di = 0. In the present work, the individual desirability for each response, di, were calculated using Equation ‎3‑6 to Equation ‎3‑9. The shape of the desirability function was changed for each goal via the weight field, ‘wti’. Weightings are adopted to grant added emphasis to the upper/lower bounds or, alternatively, to emphasise the target value. Weights ranged from 0.1 to 10, and a weight which is higher than one grants more emphasis to the goal. Conversely, A weight of lower than one means that there is less emphasis on the goal. In the case of a weight value of one, the di’s will range between zero and one in a linear mode. For the desirability objective function (D), every response can be allocated a level of importance (r) which depends on the other responses. Importance values may range from 1(+) (least important) to 5(+++++) (most important). The varying degrees of importance are assigned to the different responses, and the overall objective function is shown below Equation ‎3‑10. Where n is the number of responses in the measure and Ti is the target value of ith response [186].





	For goal of minimum, the desirability will be  defined by:
	Equation ‎3‑7
	For goal as a target, the desirability will be defined by:					
	Equation ‎3‑8





2. Optimization approach in Design-Expert software
The optimisation aspect of Design-Expert software version 7 searches for a group of factor levels that together fulfil the requirements (the optimisation criteria) of the responses and process factors (i.e. multiple response optimisation). Both numerical and graphical approaches were incorporated into this research, selecting the desired goals for every factor and response. As indicated previously, the numerical optimisation process includes a process of combining the goals into an overall desirability function (D). The numerical optimisation feature in the Design Expert software package selects a point, or several points, in the factor’s domain that can maximise this objective function. In a graphical optimisation involving multiple responses, the software defines regions where requirements together fulfil the proposed criteria by including critical response contours on a contour plot. Subsequently, a visual search for the most ideal alternative is facilitated. When dealing with several responses, it is advised to conduct a numerical optimisation initially; otherwise, it may be impossible to discover a feasible region. The graphical optimisation exhibits the area of feasible response values in the factor space. Regions that do not suit the optimisation criteria are shaded for visual identification.
3.1.8	Coating powder mixture
Proper mixing of the three coating powder materials (WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004, and WC-12Co InfralloyTM 4712, and Inconel-625) was important so as to achieve a homogenous mixture. However, differences in powder density, particle size, irregularly shaped particles can result in the migration of smaller particles downwards and larger ones upwards in their representative container mixtures as shown in Figure ‎3‑19. Also the particles shape and size can cause segregation.

Figure ‎3‑19: The different powder layers before mixing.
There are different standard mixing devices used in industries for powder blending. Amongst them is the V- shape blender shown in Figure ‎3‑20 which proved to be the best for high quality mixing. The blender is simply made of two cylindrical sections joined at 90ₒ angle (Figure ‎3‑20). The cylinders are closed after filling the powders. The maximum capacity of the V-shaped drum was around 2.5 Litres, but should not be filled totally in order to allow enough space for the powders to move during mixing. The V-shaped drum also consists of two ends allowing it to be fixed to a rotating machine (like a lathe). 

Figure ‎3‑20: The V-shaped blender used for powder mixing.
The volume fraction of the coating powders filled in the mixture was based on the previous matrix percentage (Table ‎3‑4). Once the required powder was displaced into the V blender and closed, the V-shape mixture was fixed to a lathe machine as shown in Figure ‎3‑21 for 30 minutes at a speed of 40rpm (about half the critical speed at which the centrifugal force on the powder particles goes beyond the pull of gravity) [187]. During the rotating process the powder materials falls ultimately towards the apex and back to the ends of the V-shape and the particles move in both horizontal and vertical directions achieving the desired a complete mixture.

Figure ‎3‑21: V-shaped rotating machine for powder mixing.
HVOF thermal spray procedure
One of the most important aspects of the present research is to produce high quality coatings, and this can be achieved via the correct optimization of the HVOF thermal spray parameters and the proper surface preparation of the sample before deposition. The following sections describe in detail the surface preparation techniques, the design of the specimen’s holder, the spray process procedure and finally the parameters used in this research.
3.1.9	Surface preparation
Samples were first cleaned using acetone as a cleaning solution to remove dirt or oxidation after laser cutting and then grit blasted using a Guyson sand blasting machine (as shown in Figure ‎3‑22). The grit blasting machine uses an abrasive particle accelerated through a blasting nozzle by means of compressed air. Honite particles grade 13 blasting media were used with a chemical composition: 75%SiO2, 15%Na2O, 10%CaO, 5% MgO and 0.1% free iron, provided by Guyson.

Figure ‎3‑22: Guyson sand blasting machine used to grit blast the samples surface.
The particle size ranged between 106 and 212 microns with its white colour and spherical shape as shown in Figure ‎3‑23. The gun blasting sample distance chosen was 30cm based on the machine operation manual. After grit blasting the roughness of the sample substrate were found to vary approximately from 5 to 7 Ra, (µm) using a Dektak 150 surface profile machine to ensure consisting of the surface profile throughout the sample.

Figure ‎3‑23: Honite powder grade 13 used during grit blasting.
Finally, the samples were covered after grit blasting using paper and placed into individual plastic bags to reduce the possibility of oxidation. The samples were grouped according to the coating matrix and coated immediately after cleaning.
3.1.10	Sample holder design for deposition
A fixed rectangular magnetic holder (as shown in Figure ‎3‑24) was designed to hold the samples during the coating process perpendicularly to the HVOF gun. Each group of samples based on the desired powder composition were fixed to the holder during spraying, therefore they were exposed to the same spray parameters.
The approximate distance between the sample holder and the gun was 177.8 mm (7 inches). Samples were preheated to 110ₒC before thermal spray coating to remove moisture, improve adhesion and minimise thermal expansion effects in the coating.
  
Figure ‎3‑24: The sample holder used during HVOF deposition.
3.1.11	 Thermal spray parameters set up
The HVOF thermal spray parameters have a huge influence in the formation of the coating microstructure and its result on coating performance and quality. In this research, each powder has its own spray parameters as provided by the powder manufactures (as shown Table ‎3‑7). 
Table ‎3‑8: The manufacturer recommended parameters for each powder and parameters used for deposting the mixed powders.
Powder type	Pressure psig(bar)	Flow meter (FMR)	Flow SCFH(SLPM)	Powder feeder	Spray
	O2	C3H6	Air	O2	C3H6	Air	O2	C3H6	Air	N2 FMR	N2SCFH(SLPM)	Air psig(bar)	Rate Ibs/h(kg/h)	Dist. Inch(mm)
Infralloy S7412	150(10.3)	100(6.89)	100(6.89)	46	40	48	664(313)	176(83.1)	857(404)	55	28.5(13.4)	20(1.38)	5(2.27)	8-10(203-254)




Therefore the selection of the optimum spray parameter for a high quality of coating performance was difficult. Statistical Design of Experiments has been proven to be an efficient approach to investigate the process parameters involved in HVOF thermal spray, but the situation here was difficult due to having three different feedstock powder materials mixed at various weight percentages. 
Based on the high percentage of the powder composition in each matrix set and the recommended spray parameters from coating manufacturer the HVOF were set first and then fine-tuned to end up with the final mixed parameters. The gun spray angle was set Perpendicular (90ₒ) to the sample surface and the distance was set at 177.8mm (7 inches). The spray rate was fixed at 2.27 kg/h (5Ibs/h) for all compositions. 
Based on the different powders particle size used in this study, the value of the fuel (propane) was reduced from the recommended value 100 psig values to 70 psig for all mixed coating plus increasing the propane /air flowmeter, this had the effect of increasing the a mount of heat (conductivity) but keeping the temperature controlled to avoid decarburization.
3.1.12	HVOF thermal spraying process
The HVOF thermal spray process is clearly shown in Figure ‎3‑25. A propane gas was used as fuel mixed with oxygen and then fed into the combustion chamber. In the combustion chamber the fuel and oxygen gas were ignited and combusted. As a result, hot gas produced a hot flame compressed via a nozzle and carried the powders after injection towards the substrate at high velocity of approximately 1250 m/s [26]. The DJ gun was automated by a manipulator that allow X-Y movement (up and down, and horizontal movement). A forced air cooled system was used to cool all the samples during and after the spray process to avoid any shrinkage of materials by superheating.

Figure ‎3‑25: The HVOF thermal spray process used in this research.
Coatings characteristic technique
Coating characterization is very important to evaluate and reveal the microstructural features of the HVOF thermally sprayed coatings for each composition. Furthermore, characterization analysis helps to detect various defects in coatings such as weak adhesion and crack initiation. Moreover, it defines the physical and chemical composition of the coating that supports analysis of powders decomposition during the thermal spray process. Besides that, it can help explain wear or corrosion mechanisms that occur, after the coating has been tested. To study the coatings characterization, various techniques were used in the present study, including the scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques.
3.1.13	Metallography preparation of samples
Sample preparation for Metallographic analysis is an important step in the thermal spray coating characterization. The best preparation resulted in a very high quality image of the coating microstructure. In the present study, the ASTM E 1920 03 was used in the metallography preparation. It consists of several steps, including sectioning, cleaning, mounting, grinding and polishing. More description of each process will be explained in the following sections. 
(i)Sectioning
The main reason of sectioning samples before preparation in this study was to minimize the size of the sample so it would fit into the mounting machine. Care was taken during this step to reduce stress and avoid any destruction of the interface between coatings and substrate. The desired coated samples for SEM analysis were sectioned by a low speed diamond wheel as shown in Figure ‎3‑26 During sectioning, a feed of water was added as a lubricant and to avoid heating. 

Figure ‎3‑26: Sectioning machine used to cut the samples for SEM analysis.
(ii) Cleaning
After sectioning, the samples preparation for mounting started with cleaning to remove any dirt from the surface. Then, acetone was used as an organic solvent to remove fluid contamination from sample surfaces. Finally, the samples were dried at room temperature ranging between 21-25ₒC. 
(iii) Mounting
It was essential to mount the thermal spray coatings samples maintain their original structure of the sample during grinding and polishing. However, several criteria must be considered in this step including: good adhesion to the specimen, adequate mechanical strength, chemical resistance to etching, easy to handle and economical. In the current research, a hot press SimpliMet 2000 series 50 mm mounting machine (as shown in Figure ‎3‑27) manufactured by Buehler was used. 

Figure ‎3‑27: A hot press SimpliMet 2000 series 50 mm mounting machine. 
A black phenolic powder was used as resin to hold the sample. The sample was placed in a cylinder and the remaining empty area inside the cylinder filled with resin. A temperature of 150ₒC and pressure of 3 Bar were applied for 10 minutes during embedding of the sample. Figure ‎3‑28 shows sample P.S.4 after cooling. 

Figure ‎3‑28: The final shape of P.S.4 sample after mounting.


 (iv) Grinding 
A semi-automatic Buehler Motopol 2000 machine shown in Figure ‎3‑29 was used to grind the mounted samples in serious steps using different sizes of grit paper and water as a lubricant. The machine can run four samples together. In the first step, grinding starts with a P60 silicon carbide paper for four minutes to remove any damage after sectioning and normally this step called planar grinding. Followed by grinding the samples with a fine grit silicon carbide paper starting from P240, P400, and P800 respectively, for 4 minutes each paper to remove any damage after planner grinding. This grinding was applied under a contact pressure ranging between 100 to 130 kPa.  

Figure ‎3‑29: A semi-automatic Buehler Motopol 2000 machine used in samples grinding.
(v)Polishing
The final step in the metallographic preparation was polishing to produce samples with highly reflective flat surface. The same machine used in grinding also used here in polishing, but with a TEXTMET PERF cloth type paper. Different common diamond particle size were used in sample polishing; 9, 6, 3, and 0.05 micron. Each sample was polished for five minutes performed under a contact pressure ranging between 100 to 130 kPa.  
3.1.14	Light microscope
A VHX digital light microscope shown in Figure ‎3‑30 manufactured by KEYENCE Ltd. was used to examine the coating surface for different opinions; including the hardness indentation shape and the wear track. The VHX uses advanced zoom optics with a CCD camera, light source and analysis reporting software produce images with 0.1 to 5000x magnification. Addtionally to that, it has advanced functions to produce a super resolution image with 3D observation and dimensions. However, after capturing images a different focal positions the data can then be used to produce a 3D image of the desired surface.

Figure ‎3‑30: The VHX digital light microscope used for capturing surface images.
3.1.15	Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
A Leo 440 Stereo scanning electron microscope (shown in Figure ‎3‑31 developed by Leica Cambridge Ltd.) was used to examine the morphology and crystallographic structure of the powders and the coated samples. 

Figure ‎3‑31: Scanning electron microscope machine used to analyse the powders and to characterize the coatings.
The principle of this machine is simply demonstrated in Figure ‎3‑32. An electron beam is focussed in a vacuum into a fine probe that is passed over the surface sample. The vacuum is produced by a diffusion pump and electron gun creates the source of electrons.  When the electrons hit and penetrate the sample surface, some interactions proceed and result in electron emission or photon emission from the surface.  Each point struck by an electron beam is mapped onto a corresponding point on the screen. Finally, a monitor was used to display the collective points onto a photographic plate providing the surface image of the tested sample. 

Figure ‎3‑32: A schematic of the operation of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [188].
3.1.16	Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS)
The Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) shown in Figure ‎3‑33 is a quantitative and qualitative technique used in this research to measure the elemental chemical compositions of the samples pre and post deposition. 

Figure ‎3‑33: Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS).
The EDS technique can be clearly described using the schematic diagram shown Figure ‎3‑34. X-rays resulting from the electron beam stricking the sample surface was detected by the EDS, so as aresult secondary radiation is reflected from the sample at different wavelengths. These radiations are separated by Si (Li) counter and a multichannel analyser (MCA) based on their energy [160]. However, the counter produces pulses proportional in height to the energies in the incident beam and then different pulse heights are classified by the MCA. Based on these various elements one can determine the various percentages of the composition of each sample.

Figure ‎3‑34: A schematic digram ofSpectroscopy (EDS) [189].
The aim of using the scanning electron microscope together with the EDS in the current research was to analyse the elemental chemical composition of the different HVOF coatings produced and based on this information the coating performance could be determined.
3.1.17	X-ray diffraction 
A Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer shown in Figure ‎3‑35 was used in this work to Identify and quantify the crystalline phase present in both mixed powders and produced coating. The principle of the machine is simply evaluate the X-ray diffraction angle from the reflected patterns or spots that can be observed on a screen using the detector. The different reflected angles of these spots lead to the information required from the crystal in atomic detail using power diffraction software attached with the machine. Based on Bragg’s law [160], the X- 
ray diffraction occurs at an angle of 2θ which can be calculated using the Equation ‎3‑11:
	Equation ‎3‑11
Where θ = the angle of diffraction (degree), λ = wavelength (nm) of X-ray beam, d = Lattice spacing (nm), N = Integer.

Figure ‎3‑35 : A Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer.
The result presented in peaks form, where each peak represents a reflection from one phase. The tested sample was mounted on a goniometer, and slowly rotated while being irradiated with a beam of X-rays. The beam of X-rays hitting the sample surface and reflected in a different wavelength pattern based on the oriented crystal plane. The identification of the different phases can be recognized by comparing the measured lattice spacing in the diffracted spots to a lesser extent using the powder diffraction software. 
Mechanical Test For Thermal Sprayed Coatings 
Different mechanical tests were carried in this research to evaluate the different coating mixes performance. These tests include: three point bending, tensile strength, hardness, dry erosion, surface roughness, fatigue, and slurry erosion. Each test was performed according to its corresponding international ASTM standard, which will be explained more in the following sections.
3.1.18	Three point bending test
All of the HVOF coated samples produced from different mixes were tested using a computer controlled Zwick’s 5kN universal electromechanical bending testing machine model Z5 shown in Figure ‎3‑36. The aim of conducting the bending test in this study was to investigate the flexural stress-strain reply of the different composition HVOF thermal spray coatings. The test was carried at room temperature (23 ₒ C). 

Figure ‎3‑36: Zwick’s 5kN universal electromechanical bending testing machine model Z5 
The specimen was a rectangular shape with the dimensions shown previously in Figure ‎3‑6. The dimension of the support span is designed according to ASTM D 790. The machine was calibrated before the test to minimize the load error measuring to ± 1% of the maximum applied load. The speed of the crosshead was set to be 1.0 mm/min and the machine adjusted to stop when 10% deflection reached or the coating failed. A total of 20 samples were tested based on the matrix shown previously in Table ‎3‑4 and the data was collected using material testing software connected with the machine. The tested sample lay on two supports as shown in Figure ‎3‑36 and once the machine was switched on, the load was applied on the span center until the maximum deflection was achieved.
3.1.19	Tensile Test  
The tensile test is the most common test used to determine the strength of the coating materials. In this study, the main target of using the tensile test was to compare the different thermally spray coating composition, strengths and to observe the behaviour of the stress-strain curve behaviour of the material after applying the coatings.
The same Zwick’s electromechanical testing machine with 5 kN capacity of load cell used in three bending test was also used in a tensile test as shown in Figure ‎3‑37. The machine setting was changed from compression load to tensile load and a video camera was fitted to observe the coating fracture. The Software program was changed to provide Stress-strain plot for all the test specimens using Excel. 

Figure ‎3‑37: Zwick’s electromechanical testing machine with 5 kN capacity of load cell used in a tensile test.
The test specimen design was shown earlier in Figure ‎3‑5 in earlier sections and the test was accomplished according to the ASTM E8 standard. The tested sample was mounted as shown in Figure ‎3‑38 between two grips and the load was applied until coating fracture occured. The displacement speed in the software was set at a rate of 1mm/min and the test was carried at room temperature 23°C. A clip sensor extensometer was connected to the sample to measure strain. The coating performances was effectively evaluated by testing the uncoated carbon steel substrate materials and compare this with the different coated samples, more details will be explained in the next chapter. 

Figure ‎3‑38: Still pictures from the video camera for sample P.S.2 during the tensile test.
3.1.20	Hardness Test
The hardness test is considered as being the most common test evaluating the mechanical properties of the materials.  Based on the indentor shape and the applied load, different techniques have been developed to measure the hardness of the materials involve: Brinell, Rockwell, Vickers, Knoop, and Scleroscope tests. 
In the present investigation a Leitz Miniload hardness tester (shown in Figure ‎3‑39) was used to measure the coating hardness  according to ASTM E 92-82 standard. The principle of the machine was simply a pyramid shaped indenter forced using 100gf (Hv0.1)kg applied load into the coating edge to form an indentation shape as shown in Figure ‎3‑40. Its width was measured using a microscope at a magnitude of 50X. The applied force F to form the indentation was recorded along with the average mean of diagonals d given by Equation ‎3‑12 (Figure ‎3‑40).
	Equation ‎3‑12

The following Equation ‎3‑13 can be used to calculate the Vickers hardness value:
	Equation ‎3‑13
Where d was in (mm) and load used F in gf.

Figure ‎3‑39: Leitz Miniload hardness tester.

Figure ‎3‑40: The shape of the indentation in the tested samples.
Eleven samples were used in the present study to determine the relationship between the different composition and hardness. Five indentations were used to determine the average hardness value of each sample cross section from the top of the coating towards the interface between the coating and the bulk material (carbon steel).
3.1.21	Fatigue Test
The principle of any fatigue test is simply to test specimens under different states of cyclic stress, typically a combination of tension and compression or torsion. The purpose of using the fatigue test in the current research was to investigate the effect of different coating compositions on life cycle number. The test was performed using the ESH hydraulic controlled material fatigue testing machine with ±100 kN capacities as shown in Figure ‎3‑41. The same sample design and dimensions of the tensile test was also used in the fatigue test. The tested specimen was clamped to the upper and lower part of the hydraulic system. All 20 coated samples were tested at room temperature 23°C and conducted according to ASTM 739 standard statically analysis of linearized stress-life (S-N) Fatigue data.

Figure ‎3‑41: The ESH hydraulic controlled material fatigue testing machine with ±100 kN capacity.
The ESH machine was controlled by software known by Macro produced by PHONICS Company which allows the user to enter the desired condition for the test. From this software, the frequency, the displacement, and the sinusoidal loading of the machine were set to be 20Hz, ±20mm, and 5KN respectively, with S-N data (maximum stress of 208 MPa and minimum stress 41.6 MPa).   
3.1.22	Surface Roughness Measurement 
The size and shape of surface irregularities in the produced HVOF thermal sprayed coatings have an important impact on the coating performance against wear and erosion. These irregularities can be formed during HVOF spraying due to several factors including: unmelted particle, the variation of gun transfer, and the cooling rate of the splat. Therefore, the surface roughness measurement of the coatings is necessary to form a high quality coating performance.
A Dektak 150 surface profiler machine manufactured by Veeco Instruments Inc. was used to measure the surface roughness of the different coated samples in this study. The machine shown in Figure ‎3‑42, has a measurement capability of two and three dimensional surface profile using vision analysis software. It had a stylus with radius ranging from 50nm to 25µm and in this study a 10nm stylus radius was used.

Figure ‎3‑42: A Dektak 150 surface profiler machine used to measure the coating surface roughness.
The tested sample was fixed in the centre of the stage below the stylus and provides the user with movement to choose or define the desired scanned area. A very low force state (around 3mg as recommended by the machine manual) was applied to the stylus across the surface of the tested sample which was controlled by the software. After finishing the scan, the result of the surface measurements were generated on the software screen with two options for 2D dimensional or 3D dimensional visualisation. 
Erosion-Corrosion Investigation OF HVOF Thermal Sprayed Coatings
Most of the oil and gas industry applications are subjected to harsh environment including erosion- corrosion that damage the machine parts. Since these coating mixes were designed for oil and gas application, it’s very important to test each coating performance against erosion and erosion –corrosion test. 
In this study, dry and slurry erosion tests were conducted to evaluate the coating performance and analyses the effect of coating composition on erosion mechanisms. Both dry and slurry erosion test were carried out according to ASTM G73 standard using a jet air blasting machine. The test duration run for each type were approximately 50 minutes.  
3.1.23	Dry Erosion Test
Dry erosion testing was carried out on the twenty coated samples using an air jet blasting machine as shown in Figure ‎3‑43. The jet nozzle has an internal diameter of 10 mm and the tested sample was placed a 100mm from the nozzle. Each sample was cleaned with acetone to remove any dirt and dried until the moisture was removed out. 
The next step was to measure the weight of the tested sample with an electronic balance (shown previously in Figure ‎3‑18). Afterwards, the tested sample was fixed in a holder and clamped in a fixture exposed to the sand particle direction exiting from the nozzle at 7 bars and angle of 90°.

Figure ‎3‑43: The dry erosion system set up (air jet blasting machine).
The test was performed at room temperature with the test parameters shown in Table ‎3‑8. The erodent particle size and material type were chosen based on the application requirement in oil and gas industries and the machinery requirement (suited for the nozzle design).
Table ‎3‑9: The dry erosion test parameters.
The erosion testing parameter	Values
Erosion particle materialParticle size (µm)Erosion impact angleErodent feed rate (kg/s)Jet nozzle diameter (mm)Test duration (min)Standoff distance (mm)Pressure spray (Bar)	Honite106-21290ₒ0.028910501507

Figure ‎3‑23 previously showed the erodent particle. Each erosion test was conducted for 50 min and after that the tested sample was cleaned again with acetone and dried to ensure all loosely borded material was removed. This step who followed by weighting the sample again to count the cumulative weight losses after the erosion test and based on that the performance of the coating was evaluated. 
3.1.24	Slurry erosion test
Erosion-corrosion has become a serious problem for the performance, operation, and reliability in oil and gas industries. It is extremely affected the mechanical equipment, plants and pipelines. Therefore, slurry erosion investigation is very important to understand the basic mechanism of the wear process. A wide range of equipment’s has been manufactured to conduct slurry erosion tests in labs. In the present study, the slurry erosion tests were carried out with a combined air/grit/fluid blasting apparatus as shown in Figure ‎3‑44. 

Figure ‎3‑44: Photograph of the Slurry Erosion/corrosion system set up used in the current research.
The slurry was exposed the tested sample as a high velocity stream of slurry (sea water mixed with solid sand particles at concentration ph 7), via specially proposed designed (Designed in DCU) blasting machine modified with a pump connected to a water tank container with a controlled flow rate unit.
Before and after each test, the tested sample was cleaned with acetone, dried from moisture and then weight measured.  The tested specimen fixed in a holder and placed 150 mm from the gun blasting nozzle. The erodent solid particle used was Honite with a main impact at 7 bar. Table ‎3‑9 summarizes the parameters used in the slurry erosion test. 
Table ‎3‑10: The slurry erosion test parameters.
The slurry erosion testing parameter	Values
Erosion particle material	Honite
Particle size (µm)	106-212 
Erosion impact angle	90ₒ
Erodent feed rate (kg/m)	0.0211
Jet nozzle diameter (mm)	10
Test duration (min)	50
Standoff distance (mm)	150




One of the targets of this work is to produce a hard coating effective against wear through varying the composition of the feedstock material used. Therefore, sliding wear test was very important investigation to determine the mass losses due to wear which are then related to the different mixes of HVOF coating materials (Inconel 625, WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004, and WC-12Co InfralloyTM S4712). This will help the oil and gas industries to choose the best composition for the desired wear application.
A conventional ball-on-disc tribometer shown in Figure ‎3‑45 was used to perform sliding wear tests in this study on the different HVOF coatings according to the ASTM G99 standard. The friction coefficient of the samples was measured using a sensor fed into software connected to the machine. The test was conducted at room temperature and test specimen formed the disc in the system and their dimension was shown previously in Figure ‎3‑45.

Figure ‎3‑45: A conventional ball-on-disc apparatus used to perform sliding wear tests.
A commercially available 5mm diameter tungsten carbide ball with a surface roughness < 0.04µm was used as a counterface against the coated sample disc. The test was performed under 30N applied load and with sliding distance of 660 m. All tests were performed at room temperature with a disc speed 318 rpm and  a wear track diameter 30 mm. Table ‎3‑10 summarizes the parameters used in ball-on-disc wear test apparatus.
Table ‎3‑11: Wear test parameter used for conventional ball-on-disc apparatus.
Parameters	Values





Sliding  distance (m)	660




















4	Results and discusion 
Introduction 
The present work aims to evaluate the performance of the produced HVOF thermal spray coating via different composition through various mechanical tests. This will help oil and gas industries in the future to choose the best coating composition to suit their application and minimize maintenance cost. The properties of the powders and produced coating at their various compositions were first analysed through powder and coating characterization methods. The surface morphology, microstructure and the cross-section edge of the coatings were also examined using SEM, EDS and XRD techniques. 
The second section provides the experimental and DOE results of mechanical, meteorological and tribological tests. For simplicity, this part is classified into three sections including:
1.  The mechanical behaviour of HVOF thermal spray coatings










Based on the mention above, each of the results are discussed in detail under each appropriate heading.
Powder characterization
Both of the tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) powders (micro and nano) and the Inconel-625 powders were examined using scanning electron microscopic (SEM) prior to mixing. This step was very important so as to compare the characteristics of the powders with that of the manufacturer specifications provided, in order to produce a desired optimised coating. Moreover, the analysis was carried out to confirm the size and phase structure of the powder particles before HVOF deposition as it was important to determine the difference between the nanostructured and concentrations of the tungsten carbide cobalts particle size and shape. 
 (i) Diamalloy 2004 - WC12Co (micro)
Figure ‎4‑1shows a SEM micrograph of the as received sintered and crushed Diamalloy 2004 tungsten carbide cobalt WC-12Co powder at two different magnifications. The powder morphology shows an irregular structure with a rough angular particle shape resulting from the crushing and sintering manufacturing process [81]. It is evident from Figure ‎4‑1 that the normal range of the particle size for this powder was from 6 to 62 µm which is reasonable for HVOF thermal spraying based on the manufacturers recommendation, however due to its size and shape it does suffer from non-uniform heating of its particle, thus affecting coating build up. At higher magnification (up to 4500X) the particles microstructure showed an angular blocky grained carbide WC layer built up and embedded into cobalt matrix binder phase (Figure ‎4‑19(b)). This can cause the coating splat to be more resistant to the abrasive wear mechanism [126].

Figure ‎4‑1: SEM micrograph of the tungsten carbide cobalt Diamalloy 2004 at (a) X636 and (b) X4590 magnification.
 (ii) InfralloyTM S7412 - WC-12Co (nano)
Figure ‎4‑2 shows morphology of the as-received super fine nanostructure tungsten carbide cobalt WC-12Co powder (InfralloyTM S7412). This powder was agglomerated, hence the spherical geometry appearance with particlesize ranging from 11 to 44 µm consistent with the manufacturers value of  45+5 µm. This particle shape yields higher flowability during feeding in the HVOF thermal spray process compared with the Diamalloy 2004 powder. Some micro pores were observed in the WC-12Co nanostructured particles as shown in Figure ‎4‑2 (b) and this can be attributed to the agglomeration process involved in the powder manufacturing [81]. The powder in Figure ‎4‑2 (b) shows the dense packing of fine WC carbide (powder grain size average from 50 to 500 nm), while the previous conventional powder (Diamalloy 2004) showed loosely packed structure with higher amounts of porosity. 

Figure ‎4‑2: SEM micrograph of the nanostructured tungsten carbide cobalt InfralloyTM S7412 at (a) X 636 and (b) X 21610 magnification.
Clearly, the dense particles in nanostructured WC-12Co powder can be attributed to the significant decrease in the WC grain size. However, in material science when a grain size is reduced, the sizes of inherent defects are also reduced and then results in a change in the plastic deformation mechanism (dislocation creation) and movement [150].
As a result, tungsten carbide cobalt coatings properties and performance depend on numerous factors such as: the carbide particle size, shape and their powder distributions. Additionally to that, the carbon-cobalt matrix concentration, hardness, and toughness are also considered to be important factors.   
In contrast, between both Diamalloy 2004 and InfralloyTM S7412 the volume fraction of carbide particle (WC) in the conventional coating would appear lower than the nanostructured coating on the basis of mass fraction over density. However, the fine WC particles would produce very dense coatings.

(iii) Diamalloy 1005 - Inconel-625
The SEM image shown in Figure ‎4‑3 shows highly homogenous powder morphology for the Inconel-625 (Diamalloy1005), as received from the manufacturer. The particle size average range detected was 19 to 44µm as shown in Figure ‎4‑3 (a) again agreeing with the manufacturers specifications of45+5 µm. Figure ‎4‑3 (b) shows a smooth surface of high magnifications with uniform grain formation. The smooth surface can be attributed to the original chemical composition of the powders which include Al and Ni [22] .

Figure ‎4‑3: SEM image of the Inconel-625 (Diamalloy1005) powder as received from the manufacturer, (a) X 636 (b) X 4590 magnification.
Post mixing powder characterization 
The aim in regards to powder mixing is to achieve a homogeneous mixture combined from the three different materials (Diamalloy 2004, InfralloyTM 4712 and Diamalloy 1005) and therefore reflected in the final coatings. After weighing each material composition (according to the test matrix Table ‎3‑4), the final combination was collected into plastic containers as shown in Figure ‎4‑4 (a). Each material composition is represented as a layer with different colour to the next material before mixing, which clearly showed that the unmixed powder could be represented by the visualization given in Figure ‎4‑4 (b). 

Figure ‎4‑4: a) The powders before mixing, b) quality visualization before mixing.
The SEM image of the powders before mixing is shown in Figure ‎4‑5. It’s clear from the image that only one material (Diamalloy 2004) was observed amongst the different three powders. As the first layer in the plastic container would be fed into the feeder and therefore sprayed first by the HVOF gun followed by the next material, one would therefore only achieve a multi-layer coating, unless forced mixing was applied.

Figure ‎4‑5: SEM image for the upper layer in the plastic container which represented Diamalloy 2004 only at X 300 magnification.
Figure ‎4‑6 shows powders after mixing via the V-shape blender. It is clear from the container, demonstrated by the visualization image, that mixing of the powders appeared to be achieved. It was observed during powder mixing process that the particle shape and size aids to define the final mixing itself. However, the Diamalloy 2004 tungsten carbide cobalt WC-12Co irregular shape, restricted some movement of the particle flow during mixing compared to the other two (Inconel-625 and InfralloyTM 4712) spherical type powders. This can be overcome by controlling the mixing parameters time and speed of the rotating device [187]. Additionally, it was observed that the large particle size of each of the materials during blending tended to be free flowing while the small particles tended to cohesively attach themselves to the V-shape container wall and this can be attributed to inter particulate forces associated with the individual particles [190].  

Figure ‎4‑6: A) The powders after mixing, B) visualization of mixing quality.
The following SEM image in Figure ‎4‑7  for the feedstock composite powders post mixing shows a uniform mix combination of each material, distinguished by each different shape and colour. The image was chosen randomly from the P.S.3 after mixing and magnified up to 500X using SEM, and checked at various places by EDS as shown in Figure ‎4‑8. It was noticed that all materials (WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004, WC-12Co InfralloyTM S7412 and Ni –Cr base Diamalloy 1005) were identified throughout the entire mix combination of the powders indicating a homogenous distribution of the particles.

Figure ‎4‑7: SEM image for the feedstock composite powders P.S.3 after mixing at X 503 magnification.
The EDS analysis of the mixed powder shown in Figure ‎4‑8 confirms the presence of each material conducted via the three different spectrums. For example, Spectrum 1 showed the composition of Inconel -625 in addition to Tungsten. Spectrum 2 showed cobalt in addition to what was observed in Spectrum 1. In Spectrum 3 showed more tungsten observed in addition to nickel. 
Clearly, there was a variation of each component in the EDS spot analysis and this can be attributed to the particle type under spectrum point. For example, in Spectrum 1 contained a high amount of Ni and this reflected the Inconel-625 particle, while in Spectrum 2 high tungsten result yielded from the WC-12Co particles.

Figure ‎4‑8: SEM and EDS image for the powder mix composition (a) Spectrum 1, b) Spectrum 2, c) Spectrum 3.
Coating characterization
The coatings microstructure surface and its cross-sections were investigated using SEM at various magnifications to demonstrate how the coatings behaviour changed due to the different compositions used.  Figure ‎4‑9 shows SEM images of the P.S.4 nanostructured and P.S.5 conventional WC-12Co HVOF thermal spray coatings. The image clearly shows a very dense nanostructured coating compared to the porous conventional WC-12Co coatings. 
The finer carbide particles observed in the P.S.4 nanostructured coating showed homogeneous dispersion. There were no surface cracks observed for both coatings. The P.S.5 conventional WC-12Co coatings image showed some unmelted and partly melted WC and Inconel particles appearing as spherical balls. In the nanostructured coating the cemented areas observed were deemed associated to the cobalt binder. 
It is evident from these results that the particle size was an important factor during the HVOF thermal spray process. However, the exposure time within the hot gas melted the WC nanoparticles with more ease than that for the micro sized particle and therefore produced a dense coating without any unmelted particles. 

Figure ‎4‑9: SEM coatings surface image at X 100 magnification a) P.S.4 WC-12Co nanostructure coatings, b) P.S.5 WC-12Co conventional coating. 
The coating microstructure also demonstrated various colours (light gray and dark) representing the materials deposited. The microstructure with the light gray spots were WC particles while the dark represent both Inconel-625 and Co particles, as detected via EDS.
The coating thicknesses for all samples were in the range between 197(P.S.1) to 279µm (P.S.4) as shown in Figure ‎4‑10 . The typical variation in coating thickness can be attributed to the difference in particle size of the feedstock materials. In addition to that, the different percentage of coating compositions as shown before in the test matrix can also be considered as a factor. However, the difference of around 30µm is not significant in any case.

Figure ‎4‑10: The range of the lowest and highest coatings thickness for P.S.1 and P.S.4 respectively at X 100 magnification.
(i) High percentage of WC-12Co Comparison
The characterization at high magnification of the nanostructured WC-12Co HVOF coatings using SEM is shown in Figure ‎4‑11 for P.S.4. No observation was reported regarding unmelted particles for these HVOF coatings, which confirmed that the WC particles dissolved uniformly in the Co matrix, and resulted in a very dense coating compared to the micron sized P.S.5 conventional coating shown in Figure ‎4‑12. No evidence of cracks, voids, surface irregularities, including large loose coating splats were observed. The sprayed nanostructured coating also showed an apparent decrease in WC grain size compared to the conventional coating.

Figure ‎4‑11: SEM surface image at X 503 magnification for P.S.4 coating mix (75% nano WC-12Co and 25% Diamalloy 1005).
(ii) Low and medium percentage of WC-Co comparison
Compared to the nanostructured WC-12Co HVOF coatings, the P.S.5 conventional WC-12Co contained the same composition (75% micro WC-12Co and 25% Diamalloy 1005) and contained hard unmelted and semi melted WC particles as shown in Figure ‎4‑12. It is clear from the image that semi-melted and unmelted spherical powder particles were found for both WC-Co and Diamalloy 1005 materials post spraying. This can be attributed to low impact energy or lower velocity and the diffusion rate in transferring heat to micro structured powder. 

Figure ‎4‑12: SEM surface image at X 503 magnification for P.S.5 coating mix (75% micro WC-12Co and 25% Diamalloy 1005).
Unfortunately, the existence of unmelted particles inside the conventional coating created voids during splat built up and this weakens the coating as shown in Figure ‎4‑13 (black colour in coating layer). The SEM cross section image of the nanostructured coatings showed a uniform splat build up with a cemented  block formation while the conventional splats build up was coarse and non-uniform.  Moreover, it was evident from the conventional powder coating that the irregular shape of the coating surface created by these particles produced asperities and resulted in a rougher surface. This reduces the coating resistance to wear and corrosion.


Figure ‎4‑13: SEM cross section image at X 100 magnification show a comparison between the P.S.1 conventional mixed coating (25% micro WC-12Co +75%Inconel-625) and P.S.6 Nanostructured mixed coating (25% Infralloy 4712 + 75% Diamalloy 1005).
The effect of increasing the weight percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co on the HVOF coatings can be shown in the surface morphology given in Figure ‎4‑14 . The first image of P.S.1 shows a surface morphology with large voids, unmelted WC and Inconel-625 particles and non-uniform splat build up. The addition of 25% nanostructured WC-12Co (P.S.6) in Figure ‎4‑14 (b) caused the surface morphology to change to a dense structure coating with small voids compared to the coating of  P.S.1 shown in Figure ‎4‑14 (a). Increasing the weight percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co to 50% (P.S.2) in Figure ‎4‑14 (c) resulted in a more dense coatings with some oxidation observed during HVOF spraying. An additional increase of nanostructured WC-12Co of up to 75% (P.S.4) produced a homogenous dense coating in Figure ‎4‑14 (d) with very small voids. This can be attributed to the reduction of the WC particles size resulting from a decrease of the mean free path between the particles.  

Figure ‎4‑14:SEM Comparisons at X 503 magnification between surface morphology at different weight percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co addition to the HVOF coatings, (a) P.S.1 (b)P.S.6(c)P.S.2(d)P.S.4.
4.1.1	Microstructure phase transformation during spraying
Figure ‎4‑15 shows the XRD comparison scan of both conventional (represented by P.S.7) and nanostructured mixed powders (represented by P.S.2). It was evident that the peaks detected were mostly based on the primary crystalline phases WC, Co, Ni, and Cr detected in both powders. The major crystalline phase in the conventional mixed powder P.S.7 was almost identical to the P.S.2 coating with the exception of the new crystalline NiCoCr phase present in the P.S.7 powder. Therefore; one can conclude that there was no difference in their primary phase. 
In terms of WC particles intensity there was a difference, the peaks pattern confirmed a higher amount in the conventional coating mix P.S.7 compared to the nanostructure mix P.S.2. This may be attributed to the large WC particle size in the conventional mixed powder. However, a higher number of WC peak patterns were observed in the nanostructured mix P.S.2 compared to the conventional mix P.S.7. This also can be attributed to the large number of WC nanoparticles in the mix. On the other hand, the intensity of the cobalt (Co) was almost equal in both mixes.

Figure ‎4‑15: The XRD comparison scan of both conventional P.S.7 and nanostructured P.S.2 mixed powders.
A comparison between conventional coating mix P.S.7 and nanostructured coating mix P.S.2 is presented in Figure ‎4‑16. The XRD of both coatings confirm the presence of WC and Co with different intensity and textre. However, in the P.S.2 nanostructured coatings mix, the numbers of WC peaks were more numerous compared to conventional coating P.S.7.  This was also observed in the respective coating powders as shown previously in Figure ‎4‑15. 

Figure ‎4‑16: The XRD comparison scan of both conventional and nanostructured mixed coatings P.S.7 and P.S.2 respectively.
The XRD of conventional P.S.7 coatings indicated free peaks of cobalt without reaction with WC or Nickel (Ni), while in the nanostructured coating some detectable peaks were observed such as CrCo. Therefore, it is concluded that a reaction took place between the cobalt and chromium during the HVOF thermal spray process.
The results also showed that both coatings recorded significantly lower carbide peak intensity compared to their corresponding powders and especially for the nanostructured coating mix P.S.2. The carbon content in the initial powder and the coatings, yielded a relative estimation of the amount of evaporation of Co that took place. 
The conventional coating mix P.S.7 XRD analysis in term of phases was similar to its original powder mix except the phase NiCoCr dissappeared. On the other hand, new phases were detected in the nanostructured coating. The new crystalline phases included W2C, WCx, Fe6W6C and CO6W6C as shown in Figure ‎4‑16. These phases were not present in the starting nanostructured powder and therefore were produced during HVOF depostion. 
However, during spraying as the nanostructured particle temperature increased the amount of WC phase decreased by decomposition and decarburization resulted in formation of W2C and WC2 phases. It is evident also that no free cobalt peak was observed suggesting reactions occurred with cobalt, tungsten, chromium and carbon to form the Co6W6C and CrCo phases respectively. 
As the carbide size decreased in the coating mix P.S.2, the peaks of W2C phases observed in XRD analysis increased. These results agree with earlier works study carried by Stewart et al. [191] which stated that the larger surface to volume ratio of smaller carbides caused more decarburization of the WC particles during the HVOF thermal spray process.
4.1.2	Microstructure formation during spraying
Based on the SEM morphology of the coating surface shown in Figure ‎4‑14, the HVOF coating microstructure formation for the WC-12Co particles with various compositions can be demonstrated by the schematic diagram shown in Figure ‎4‑17. Since the nano WC-Co particle size in the mixed powders was measured as 11-45µm, therefore the inflight particle shown in the schematic deposition process can be divided into three different particle size: small, medium, and large particles. However, during HVOF spraying process all materials have different particles size; so the heat diffusion could be different and resulted un-melted particleswhen large particles are present.

Figure ‎4‑17: the schematic diagram of HVOF flight particles.
The small agglomerate particles of nanostructured WC-Co overheat more at an individual nano particle level and form a fully molten WC-Co inside the Co binder matrix while the medium and large particles still required more dwell time to reach their melting point. At this stage large particles subjected to the flame, heat from the outside shell to the inner section. For this reason, only the outer shell of the particle is fully melted, whereas the inner section remained partially molten or may be in a solid state with only melting of the cobalt phase achieved. Close to that, the medium size particle melting situation probably fluctuated between the melting degree of the small and large particles, thus forming different intensity of amorphous peaks in the XRD analysis.
Simultaneously, decarburization of WC took place in the fully molten region of the inflight particles resulted in a new WC (WCx, W2C) and amorphous Co (Co6W6C, CrCo, and Fe6W6C) phase. The variation in decarburization for the different compositions powders would affect the binder phase and reflected in the mechanical properties of the final coatings. These phases appear as a splat after impact on the medium carbon steel substrate as shown in the schematic in Figure ‎4‑17. Furthermore, the unmelted or semi melted inflight particles (medium and large particles) strike the substrate and form WC solid particles, which affects coating build up especially in conventional coatings.  
4.1.3	Coating/substrate interface
One of the most important factors related to the durability of the HVOF coatings is their adhesive strength to the substrate and cohesive strength between lamella. Usually, the adhesive strength of the thermal spray coatings/substrate interface can be evaluated using tensile adhesion tests or bending. However, observing SEM images along the cross sectional edge of the samples can also provide a prior estimation of the coating/ substrate adhesion and can indicate possible failure in the coating, often observed during a bending test as fracture around the interface.
Figure ‎4‑18 shows four SEM images of coating mix P.S.1, P.S.8, P.S.10 and P.S.4 for different percentage composition (increasing nano percentage 0, 25, 50, 75% respectively)  as shown previously in the test matrix. It is evident that each image shows various levels of delamination at the coating/substrate interface. In Figure ‎4‑18 (a) no nanostructured WC particle was used, it shows a clear delamination extended from the interface towards the coating surface and thus resulting in a poor coating. Increasing the WC nanostructured percentage composition up to 25% in coating mix P.S. 8 and 50% in coating mix P.S.10, showed delamination to be decreased as shown in Figure ‎4‑18 (b) and (c) respectively. However, Figure ‎4‑18 (d) indicated an almost complete absence of interface delamination through the addition of 75% nanostructured WC particles in coating mix P.S.4. So this delamination observed in the interface can be explained by the particle melting during HVOF deposition. 
In the nanostructured P.S.4 and P.S.10 coating mix, the splats had a uniform cemented shape resulting in a highly dense coating. In contrast, the conventional P.S.8 coating mix splats indicate a nonuniform feature due to the existence of large WC particles which were unmelted or semi melted and therefore increased the delamination due to their poorer adhesion properties. The smaller WC particles (nanostructured) appear to have been well melted during HVOF deposition process compared with the micro size particles, based on the coating density. Therefore, the lower viscosity of the matrix liquid phase in this case with the high velocity of the gun formed strong splat impacts resulting in a superior bonding at the interface (Figure ‎4‑18).

Figure ‎4‑18: SEM images of samples P.S.1, P.S.8, P.S.10 and P.S.4 respectively for different percentage compositions.
A similar result was reported by Watanabe et al. [192] who stated that the WC particles size significantly affected the interface fracture toughness, which was generally increased as the original particle size decreased. This research attributed this to the compression and densification of the splats microstructure by the high impact of WC particles, resulting in a dissipation mechanism for crack initiation inside the coating particle intrusion into the substrate. 
Table ‎4‑1 shows summary of the microstructure findings of all deposited coating mixes. The coatings evaluation with respect to some desired properties were compared. Note that the coating mechanical adhesion was ranked from 1 to 10, where 10 represent the best coating and 1 is the lowest behaviour. It’s evident among all coatings mixes that P.S.4 is the best for all properties. It shows a fully melted microstructure with a highest thickness additionally to the good mechanical adhesion between splats built up. The coating mix P.S.2 shows another alternative selection for a good coating after P.S.4. It has a lower coating thickness compared to P.S.4, but still the mechanical adhesion classified high. 
In contrast, the coating mix P.S.1 shows the worst behaviour among the other applied coatings in terms of coating thickness (197µm) and mechanical adhesion (3). The other coating mixes varied in coating thickness and the mechanical adhesion and can be described as moderate. 
Table ‎4‑1: The microstructure findings of all deposited coating mixes.
Sample number	WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004 (micro) %	WC-12Co InfralloyTM S7412 (nano) %	Inconel 625 (micro) %	Coating properties















Mechanical behaviour of the thermal spray coatings 
4.1.4	Three point bending test characterization
The mechanical properties of the coating produced from a blend of the three materials at different compositions were examined through three-point bending tests. The test was carried at a constant strain rate and terminated at a maximum strain of 6% or once the coating had failed.  Figure ‎4‑19 shows flexural stress versus flexure strain characteristics of the coated samples for each of the eleven mixes and uncoated base material during the three point bending tests. 

Figure ‎4‑19: A comparison between bending flexure stress the HVOF coated samples and the base metal.
In terms of flexural stress, when comparing the curves characteristics of the uncoated substrate with coated samples, the coated samples had a higher flexural strength for the same strain. Therefore, the blends of coating with their small thickness (range from 197 to 297µm) enhanced the strength of the substrate material significantly. This can be attributed to the higher values of Young’s modulus (stiffness) and strength of the blend coatings, particularly noticeable with the addition of nanostructured WC-12Co (InfralloyTM S7412). Similar trends were observed in previous research for mixed micro and nanostructured WC-12Co functionally graded coatings [193]. Note that the deviation from the average result was approximately ±2.21 MPa which was considered negligible.
The profile of both (coated and uncoated samples) curves were similar, suggesting that the coated samples increased strength within the strain hardening region (approximate 2.5% flexural strain) and also between 5 to 6%.  The elastic limits of the different coated samples were comparable and higher than that of the base metal. However, when comparing the elastic limit of each composition, each coating varied in performance.
Figure ‎4‑20 illustrates the surface cracks configuration for varying percentage nanostructured WC-12Co coating compositions post the three-point bending. It is evident from the images that the coatings were deformed in most of the samples due to multi cracking. The crack started on the surface as results of tensile deformation during the application of the bending force. Noticeably P.S.4 crack size/length and the width it occupied across the width of the sample as illustrated in Figure ‎4‑20 was significantly smaller than that for other samples,such as P.S.6 and P.S.2 in Figure ‎4‑20 or P.S.1, P.S.7, P.S.5 in Figure ‎4‑21. This demonstrates P.S.4 higher toughness performance compared to other samples produced by the HVOF process. 

Figure ‎4‑20: The surface cracks initiation during the three point bending test at different coating mixes: P.S.6 (25% nanostructured WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625), P.S.2 (50% nanostructured WC-12Co and 50% Inconel 625) and P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625).
Noticeably, large crack gaps were observed in coating mix P.S.6 which contained 25% of nanostructured WC-12Co compared to the coating mix P.S.4 containing 75% of nanostructured WC-12Co. This is normally due to the high density coatings from fine particles of nanostructured WC-12Co. Some delamination of the coating was observed in the P.S.2 mix coatings sample, resulting in some of the coating detaching delaminating away from the surface due to the high shear stress in the coating/substrate interface region.  
On the other hand, Figure ‎4‑21 represents the surface cracks configuration at varying percentage micro WC-12Co coating composition. It was evident that wide cracks were observed in micro WC-12Co coating compared to nanostructured coating (Figure ‎4‑20). This result can be attributed to the weak microstructure of the conventional micro sized WC-Co powder coating due to un-melted WC particles.

Figure ‎4‑21: The surface cracks initiation during the three point bending test at different coating mixes : P.S.1 (25% micro sized WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625), P.S.7 (50% micro sized WC-12Co and 50% Inconel 625) and P.S.5 (75% micro sized WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625)
The cracks formed on the coating (Figure ‎4‑21) top surface and propagated towards the coatings substrate interface material as the bending force increased for all compositions. A reasonable explanation for the cracks propagating inside the coating can be attributed to the existence of any brittle structure close to the surface.
Moreover, the existences of un-melted particles affect the homogeneity of the splat build up during the HVOF thermal spray process. Additionally to that, the delamination effect in coating/substrate interface as shown previously in Figure ‎4‑18 can be due to maximum shear stress taking place due to the difference in stiffness between both materials. 

Effect of WC particle size on bending yield strength:
A comparison between the nanostructured and microsized WC-12Co coating mix at different percentage is clearly shown in Figure ‎4‑22 to Figure ‎4‑25 . The nanostructured coating mix showed higher bending yield strength compared to the micro mix at all percentages. It is evident that the elastic limit was significantly influenced by the WC particle size in the coating mix.  From these results one can conclude that decreasing the WC particle size with in the coating mix increased the flextural strength of the performed coatings.

Figure ‎4‑22: Comparison between Coating mix P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Inconel 625) and P.S.5 (75% microsized WC-12Co and 25% Inconel 625).

Figure ‎4‑23 : Comparison between Coating mix P.S.10 (50% nanostructured WC-12Co, 12.5% micro WC-12Co, and 37.5% Inconel 625) WC-12Co and P.S.11 (12.5% nanostructured WC-12Co, 50% micro WC-12Co, and 37.5% Inconel 625).

Figure ‎4‑24 : a comparison between Coating mix P.S.2 (50% nanostructured WC-12Co and 50% Inconel 625) and P.S.7 (50% micro WC-12Co and 50% Inconel 625).
 
Figure ‎4‑25: Comparison between Coating mix P.S.6 (25% nanostructured WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625) and P.S.1 (25%micro sized WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625).
The effect of increasing nanostructured WC-12Co percentage on yield strength:  
In Figure ‎4‑26 the addition of 75% of nanostructured WC-12Co to the coating mix P.S.4 resulted in the highest elastic limit and continues along the curve into the plastic region as the load increased (flexure stress). Therefore, lowering the composition percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co in the coating mix P.S.2 and P.S.6 to 50% and 25% respectively reduced the yield strength as shown in corresponding curves. 

Figure ‎4‑26: The effect of increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured percentage on yielding strength for samples: P.S.6 (25% nanostructured WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625), P.S.2 (50% nanostructured WC-12Co and 50% Inconel 625) and P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25.
This result argues against previous work carried out by Gulmany et al. [126]  which suggested that 30% should be the maximum percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co used to avoid decarburization of WC nanoparticles during the spraying process. However, this research demonstrates that optimization of HVOF spray parameters is required to avoid this problem.
Development of the Mathematical model for yield strength deformation:
The STATEASE design of experiment (DOE) analysis was used to compare the experimental measured yield strength to the process factors namely: various combinations of the three powder mixtures. Figure ‎4‑27 shows a normal plot of the residuals. It is clear that the residuals were normally distributed as they tend to form a linear trend. Therefore, the ANalysis Of VAariance (ANOVA) can be applied. 

Figure ‎4‑27: Normal plot of residuals for bending yield strength data.
The resulting ANOVA of the yield strength data is shown in Table ‎4‑2. It is evident that the model was significant, the lack-of-fit was not significant and the entire adequacy measures were close to 1 with predicted R2 and adjusted R2 close to each other (i.e. difference less than 0.2). The ANOVA indicated that the most significant factors on the yield strength response were the nanostructured WC-12Co powders. The other two powders (micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004and Inconel-625 had almost the same effect. The interactions between nanostructured WC-12Co and micro WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004), nanostructured WC-12Co and Inconel-625, micro WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004) and Inconel-625, and the three factor interaction of nanostructured WC-12Co, micro WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004) and Inconel-625 should some influence but much lower than the individual powders effect. The final mathematical model determined by the DOE software optimising the yield strength response with regards to actual factors is shown in Equation ‎4‑1.

















Yield Stress Bending= (6.591108* Nano-WC-12Co)+(5.892325* Micro-WC-12Co)+(6.008348* Micro-WC-12Co)+(0.013645* Nano-WC-12Co * Micro-WC-12Co)-(0.02535* Nano-WC-12Co * Inconel)-(0.0253* Micro-WC-12Co * Inconel)-( 0.00064+* Nano-WC-12Co * Micro-WC-12Co * Inconel).	Equation ‎4‑1
Figure ‎4‑28 presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response values. This figure is usually used to validate the analysis. It is clear that those errors in prediction were negligible, as the points were very close to the diagonal line, which indicate that the values of both the actual and predicateed yield strength were in agreement with each other. This is in fact supports the insignificant lack-of-fit found [194].

Figure ‎4‑28: Predicated Vs actual plot for yield stress bending.
The variation of bending yield strength plot at 25% Inconel-625 is shown in Figure ‎4‑29. The plot compares the effect of additional compositions feedstock materials (nanostructured WC-12Co and micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004). It is evident that the bending yield strength increased as the compositions of nanostructured WC-12Co increased which agrees with previous studies [193]. However, a very high value of bending yield strength (597 MPa) at 75% (P.S.4) addition of nanostructured WC-12Co was observed compared to the value at 75% (P.S.5) of micro size WC-12Co (545 MPa). This improvement can be attributed to the strong adhesion of WC nano size grains at the substrate/coating interface through improved mechanical interlocking and reduced the possibility of cracks initiation [195]. 

Figure ‎4‑29: The behaviour of bending yield strength at 25% percentage of Inconel-625.
Figure ‎4‑30 shows the bending yield strength result at 50% Inconel-625 with the additional of the two WC-12Co related powders, the yield strength was found to be 564 MPa. This is typically due to reducing the composition percentage of the hard particles  (both nano and micro WC-12Co) and as a result of increasing Inconel-625 resulted in reduced hardness of the coatings and increased crack initiation.

Figure ‎4‑30: The behaviour of bending yield strength at 50% percentage of Inconel-625.
Increasing the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% as shown in Figure ‎4‑31, followed the same trend as the previous plots where increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured increased bending strength. However, the value of the yield strength observed from the curve at 25% of micro WC-12Co was lower than the value observed at 25% nanostructured WC-12Co with 75% Inconel-625. This result shows the major role of the WC particle size on the produced HVOF coating performance. 

Figure ‎4‑31: The behaviour of bending yield strength at 75% percentage of Inconel-625.
Figure ‎4‑32 shows the effect of all powders on the HVOF coating yield strength response in a 3D contour plot. This type of plot compares the effect of each powder composition percentage at a particular point on the bending yield strength in the design space. However, each corner in the base triangle represents the maximum percentage composition of each factor; for instance corner A: nanostructured WC-12Co, B: micro WC-12Co and C: Inconel-625 (Diamalloy 1005).  Furthermore, the colours indicate the yielding response behaviour as the percentage changes over the triangle plane, where the red and blue colours represent the maximum and the minimum yield strength respectively in the design.

Figure ‎4‑32: A 3D contour plot show the effect of the different three powders on the bending yield strength.
It is evident that 100% nanostructured WC-12Co could have preduced higher bending yield strength. The research required some Inconel percentage to protect components from the corrosion effect. Such behaviours can be attributed as mention earlier to the high density microstructure of nanostructured WC-12Co. In contrast to this, the micro WC-12Co (B) had a slightly negative effect on the yield strength as its percentage increased in the HVOF coating mix. 
It can therefore be concluded from the above discussion that the bending yield strength behaviour of HVOF coating found by increasing the nanostructured WC-12Co percentage in the coating mix, does improve the yield strength of the coating sample (like P.S.4 coating).  Conversely, increasing the micro WC-12Co in the mix of the three powders reduces the yield strength. The high performance of P.S.4 can be attributed to the higher values of Young’s modulus (stiffness) and strength of the blend coatings, particularly noticeable with the addition of nanostructured WC-12Co. Furthermore the DOE model results aided in choosing the optimised coating composition of the three powders based on the desired application of bending yield strength which was under investigation. 
4.1.5	Tensile test characterization
Figure ‎4‑33 shows the tensile/strain behaviour of the uncoated base metal and the different mix coating samples. The stress/stain curves show that the coated samples and the uncoated base metal having almost have the same behaviour during the tensile test, except the location of the on set of yielding and the plastic yielding region of the coated sample, which was noticeably lower than the base metal region due to the heating of the coated samples before and during HVOF spraying process. 

Figure ‎4‑33: Tensile Stress/strain curves of the base metal and the coated samples.
It was noted also that all coated samples of all different mixes exhibited higher tensile yield strength than the uncoated base metal, thus enhancing the properties. However, this enhancement in tensile yield strength varied across each coating composition. Note that the deviation from average result was reported approximately ±1.2 MPa. Figure ‎4‑34 is a photograph showing the occurrence of yielding/plastic deformation in a coated samples during tensile test, once the behaviour maximum tensile yield strength was reached which varied based on the coating composition. After that, initiation of cracks began and failure soon followed as indicated in Figure ‎4‑34. Further increase of the applied load caused cracks to propagate horizontally along the sample width, which was evident from the difference between tensile stress results compared to the bending stress results as shown previously in Figure ‎4‑19.


Figure ‎4‑34: Photographic image of the coating crack initiation for sample P.S.5 during tensile test.
Once these cracks propagated and the number of cracks increased, especially in the failure region (due to high strain), delamination of the coating was observed for samples P.S.5, P.S.7 and P.S.11 which contain a higher percentage of micro WC-12Co. Conversely, delamination of the coating was not observed for P.S.2, and P.S.4 samples which contained a high percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co (from 50% to 75% respectively). This can be attributed again due to high mechanical interlocking between coating/substrate interfaces due to small WC nanoparticles.
Effect of powder size on the coating during tensile strength:
A comparison between tensile strength curves of two different compositions, coating mixes P.S.1 and P.S.6 are shown in Figure ‎4‑35. Both samples contain 75% of Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) powders. It is evident from the figure that both curves have identical stiffness during the tensile test, but higher value yield strength (296 MPa) was observed in the coating mix P.S.20 which contains nanostructured WC-12Co coating compared to the micro one (285 MPa). This result indicates that the nanostructured WC particle size had enhanced positively the tensile yield strength of the coating by a factor of 5% greater than the micro one.  Furthermore, both curves show almost the same curve behaviour except before the maximum tensile yield strength, where nanostructured WC-12Co coating showed high values at any certain strain values.
 
Figure ‎4‑35: A comparison between tensile strength curves for coating mixes P.S.1 (25% micro WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625) and P.S.6 (25% nanostructured WC-12Co and 75% Inconel 625).
Figure ‎4‑36 shows the tensile strength behaviour of the coating mixes P.S.2 and P.S.7 which contained 50% of nano and micro WC-12Co respectively, with 50% of Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) powders. It was found that the tensile yield stress of the nanostructured WC-12Co was again higher than that of the micro one. This enhancement was approximately 316 MPa which was more similar to the tensile yield strength value observed at 25% addition of nanostructured WC-12Co (P.S.6) shown previously in Figure ‎4‑35.   

Figure ‎4‑36: The tensile strength behaviour of the coating mixes P.S.2 and P.S.7 which contained 50% of nano and micro WC-12Co respectively, with 50% of Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) powders.
Figure ‎4‑37 shows depicted a higher influence of 75% nanostructured WC-12Co in addition to Inconel-625 (mix P.S.4) compared to the 75% micro coating mix (P.S.5). It was evident  that a difference in yield strength value of the two mixes and also the maximum tensile strength was observed. In mix P.S.4 the yield strength value was about (330 MPa) compared to the conventional mix value which was 310 MPa. The highest value of the yield strength was observed in the P.S.4 mix amongst all coating combinations.
 
Figure ‎4‑37:The tensile strength behaviour of the coating mixes P.S.4 and P.S.5 which contained 75% of nano and micro WC-12Co respectively, with 25% of Inconel 625 powders.
The effect of nanostructured WC-12Co percentage in the coating mix:
A similar trend of the yielding can be observed in the tensile curves shown in Figure ‎4‑38. It is clear that the yield strength increased as the nanostructured WC-12Co percentage increased in the coating mix. For instance, a very high value was observed for the coating mix P.S.4 which contained 75 % nanostructured WC-12Co. Furthermore, the tensile yield strength decreased as the percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co reduced to 50 % (P.S.2) and 25 % (P.S.6) respectively. 

Figure ‎4‑38: The tensile strength behaviour of the coating mixes P.S.2, P.S.4 and P.S.6.
 Developed Mathematical model for tensile strength:
The design of experiment (DOE) was used to compare the experimental measured tensile strength to the process factors namely: various combinations of the three powder mixtures. Figure ‎4‑39 shows a normal plot of residuals. It is evident that the residuals were normally distributed as they tend to form a linear trend. Therefore, in this case the ANalysis Of VAariance (ANOVA) was applied for the tensile strength data.

Figure ‎4‑39: the normal plot of residuals for tensile strength data.




Table ‎4‑3: The resulting ANOVA of the tensile strength data.














	R2= 0.934	Pred R2 = 0.841	
	Adj R2 = 0.903	Adeq Precision= 18.118	


Tensile yield strength= (3.236314* Nano WC-12Co)+(3.029377* Micro WC-12Co)+(2.531111* Inconel)+(0.012851* Nano WC-12Co * Micro WC-12Co)+(0.013182* Nano WC-12Co * Inconel)+(0.010504* Micro WC-12Co * Inconel)-( 0.00097 * Nano WC-12Co * Micro WC-12Co * Inconel)	Equation ‎4‑2
Figure ‎4‑40 presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response values. This figure is usually used to validate the analysis. It is clear that those errors in prediction were negligible, as the points were very close to the diagonal line, which indicate that the values of both the actual and predicate tensile strength were in agreement with each other. This is in fact supports the insignificant lack-of-fit found.

Figure ‎4‑40: Predicated Vs actual plot for tensile strength data.
Figure ‎4‑41 shows the variation of tensile yield strength plot at 25% Inconel-625. The plot compares the effect of additional compositions feedstock materials (nanostructured WC-12Co and micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004). It is evident that the tensile yield strength increased as the compositions of nanostructured WC-12Co increased which agrees with previous studies [193]. However, a very high value of tensile yield strength (330 MPa) at 75% (P.S.4) addition of nanostructured WC-12Co was observed compared to the value at 75% (P.S.5) of micro size WC-12Co (310 MPa). This improvement can attributed to the high density coating resulted from the reduction of porosity and voids availability in coating microstructure which reduced crack initiation during the tensile test and increased its bond strength . 

Figure ‎4‑41: The behaviour of tensile yield strength at 25% percentage of Inconel-625.
Figure ‎4‑42 shows the tensile yield strength result at 50% Inconel-625 with the additional of the two WC-12Co related powders, the maximum tensile strength was found to be 316 MPa. This is typically due to reducing the composition percentage of the hard particles  (both nano and micro WC-12Co) and as a result of increasing Inconel-625 resulted in reduced hardness of the coatings and increased crack initiation.


Figure ‎4‑42: The behaviour of tensile yield strength at 50% percentage of Inconel-625.
The effect of increasing the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% on the tensile strength of the HVOF coating is shown in Figure ‎4‑43.  It is evident from this result that the tensile yield strength still followed the same trend as the previous plots where increasing the percentage of WC-12Co nanostructured used increased the tensile yield strength. However, the value of the maximum tensile yield strength observed from the curve at 25% of nanostructured WC-12Co was approximately   285 MPa which was lower compared to the values observed at 50% and 25% Inconel-625. 


Figure ‎4‑43: The behaviour of tensile yield strength at 75% percentage of Inconel-625.




Figure ‎4‑44: A 3D contour plot show the effect of the different three powders on the tensile strength.
From the above tensile strength results and DOE analysis an important conclusion can be reported that the tensile yielding limit for all coated samples was influenced by the powder particle size of WC-12Co inside the coating feedstock material, increasing as the WC powder particle size decreases. This can be attributed to the high density coating like that of P.S.4 resulted from the reduction of porosity and voids availability in coating microstructure which reduces crack initiation during tensile test and increases the bond strength. In addition to that, the high kinetic energy of the HVOF helped to increase the bonding strength of the small particles through rapid melting and high velocities compared to the micro particle size and thus require more tensile force to cause failure. 
4.1.6	Fatigue Test Characterization
Figure ‎4‑45 shows the number of cycles to failure (fatigue life) for the eleven different  coated mixes specimens and uncoated sample. The result indicates that the HVOF sprayed coating mixes significantly improved the fatigue life of the medium carbon steel surface. There was approximately a 25% to 29% rise in fatigue life of the carbon steel substrate found compared to the functionally graded coating carried by Al Mutairi [193] using WC-12Co nanostructured InfralloyTM S7412. This improvement in fatigue strength was attributed to a high residual stress of the HVOF process which produced a hard layer of coating under a combination of quenching stresses during deposition and cooling stress [26].
 
Figure ‎4‑45: A comparison of the fatigue cyclic life between uncoated and HVOF coated samples with the eleven compositions.
As a consequence, the value of the fatigue stress cycle varied to a large extent, depending on the composition of the coating mix. For instance, the lowest number of stress cycle was observed in the coating mix P.S.9 which still proved to be higher than the uncoated sample (failed after 73779 number of stress cycles). On contrary of this, the P.S.4 coating mix shows the highest number of stress cycles (170926) amongst all mixes followed by P.S.2 coating mix (126103). The other mixes fluctuated over 100000 cycles to failure. Figure ‎4‑46 shows an example of the cycle loading applied onto coated sample P.S.4.


Figure ‎4‑46: The cyclic loading applied on P.S.4 mix.
The effect of increasing nanostructured WC-12Co percentage on fatigue life:  
Figure ‎4‑47 describes the comparison between number of life cycles for the nano and micro size of WC-12Co at different percentage composition. Approximately a 42% increase was observed in the number of life cycles for HVOF coating mix containing nanostructured WC-12Co compared to coatings produced by the similar composition of micro WC-12Co coating. This results indicates that both WC particle size and percentage used played a major role in the HVOF coating fatigue life performance.
 
Figure ‎4‑47: Effect of nanostructured WC-12Co percentage on the HVOF coating fatigue life cycles.
The superior fatigue strength of the coating mix P.S.4 was due to the high density microstructure of WC nano particles as explained earlier in coating characterization section. This coating had a high elastic modulus which imparted high compressive stress on the medium carbon steel substrate and carried a relatively large portion of the fatigue load. Furthermore, the P.S.4 typical microstructure eliminated any defects such as pores and voids where crack initiation and propagation are always initiated during fatigue loading. 
In order to understand the fatigue behaviour of the coating in the present study, it is necessary to analyse the fracture surface and crack sequence of the coating mix containing high percentage WC nano particle and to compare this with its micro particle coating counterpart. Thus, Figure ‎4‑48 shows an electron microscope image of general fracture surface of both the P.S.4 and P.S.5 samples. The fracture of both samples occurred as a consequence of nucleation and growth of several planar cracks from the bulk material towards the coating/ substrate interface and growth within the HVOF coating.  

Figure ‎4‑48: A microscope images (500X) compare the fatigue coating cracks for : a) P.S.4   b) P.S.5 coating mix.
It is evident that the crack size of sample P.S.5 was bigger compared to P.S.4 which shows a small width of the crack. Additionally, it was observed that the coating in P.S.4 sample remained fully adhered to the substrate. In P.S.5 sample, part of the coating adhered to the substrate and some spread to different locations after the fatigue test as a result of weak interlocking adhesion between coating/substrate interface. A 3D image is shown in Figure ‎4‑49 which demonstrates the extensive cracks propagate inside the coating of sample P.S.5, measured using a VHX digital electronic microscope. 

Figure ‎4‑49: 3D image shows acomparsion between two cracks after fatigue test for samples: a) P.S.4 , b) P.S.5.
Development of the mathematical model for fatigue life cycle:
The design of experiment (DOE) analysis was applied to compare the expermental mesured fatigue life cycles to the process factors namely: various combinations of the three powder mixtures. Figure ‎4‑50 shows a normal plot of the DOE residuals. It is clear that the residuals were again normally distributed as they tend to form a linear trend. Therefore, the ANalysis Of Variance (ANOVA) was applied. 

Figure ‎4‑50: A normal plot of residuals for fatigue life cycle.




Table ‎4‑4: The resulting ANOVA of the fatigue life cycle.




  Linear Mixture	2.65959E-19	2	1.3298E-19	43.65466391	< 0.0001	
  AB	7.71862E-20	1	7.71862E-20	25.33875583	0.0001	
Residual	4.87387E-20	16	3.04617E-21			





	R2= 0.875	Pred R2 =0.778
	Adj R2 =0.852	Adeq Precision = 19.206

 (Fatigue life)^-1.82= (1.64842E-12* Nano WC-12Co) + (4.41842E-12* Micro WC-12Co)+( 9.74474E-12* Inconel)+( 1.49721E-13 * Nano WC-12Co * Micro WC-12Co).	Equation ‎4‑3
Figure ‎4‑51 presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response values, usually used to validate the analysis. It is clear that those errors in prediction were negligible, as the points were very close to the diagonal line, which indicate that the values of both the actual and predicate fatigue life cycle were in agreement with each other. This is in fact supports the insignificant lack-of-fit found.

Figure ‎4‑51: Predicted Vs actual plot for fatigue life cycle.
The variation of fatigue life plot at 25% Inconel-625 are shown in Figure ‎4‑52. The plot compares the effect of additional compositions feedstock materials (nanostructured WC-12Co and micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004). It is evident that the fatigue life increased as the compositions of nanostructured WC-12Co increased which agrees with previous studies [193]. However, a very high value of fatigue life (170926 cycles) at 75% (P.S.4) addition of nanostructured WC-12Co was observed compared to the value at 75% (P.S.5) of micro size WC-12Co (120407 cycles). This improvement in fatigue life can be attributed to the strong adhesion of WC nano size grains at the substrate/coating interface through improved mechanical interlocking and thus reduced the possibility of cracks initiation.

Figure ‎4‑52: The variation of fatigue life plot at 25% Inconel-625.
Figure ‎4‑53 shows the fatigue life result at 50% Inconel-625 with the additional of the two WC-12Co related powders. It was apparent that a similar trend was observed as at 25% where at 50% nanostructured WC-12Co (P.S.2) the fatigue life increased up to 126103 cycles. This was due to the reduction of the percentage composition of the hard particles  (both nano and micro WC-12Co) and increasing Inconel-625 resulted in reduced hardness of the coatings and increased crack initiation.


Figure ‎4‑53: The variation of fatigue life plot at 50% Inconel-625.
Further increasing of the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% (as shown in Figure ‎4‑54) followed the same trend as the previous plots where increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured content increased fatigue life. However, the maximum fatigue life from the curve at 25% of nanostructured WC-12Co was approximately  106039 cycles which was almost higher than that observed at 25% micro WC-12Co ( 95300 cycles). 


Figure ‎4‑54: The variation of fatigue life plot at 75% Inconel-625.
Figure ‎4‑55 shows the effect of all powders on the HVOF coating fatigue life response in a 3D contour plot. The contours indicate that the fatigue life behaviour varied as the percentage varied over the triangle plane, where the red and blue colours represent the maximum and the minimum  life cycles respectively in the design.


Figure ‎4‑55: A 3D contour plot show the HVOF fatigue life behaviour.
It is clear that nanostructured WC-12Co percentage plays an important role in the HVOF fatigue life as it increases in the coating mix. The maximum fatigue life cycle was reported at corner A which contained 75% of nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625 (P.S.4 mix). Such behaviours can be attributed, as mentioned earlier, to the high density microstructure of nanostructured WC-12Co. In contrary to this, the Inconel-625 (C) had a slightly negative effect on the fatigue life as its percentage increased in the HVOF coating mix. 
From the above result one can conclude that the fatigue life was affected by the HVOF coating composition. However, increasing the percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co in the coating mix (like P.S.4 based on DOE data) resulted in higher fatigue life compare to the percentage of the other two powders. This was due to the coating having less defects, higher elastic modulus of the nanostructured HVOF coating which imparted high compressive stress on the medium carbon steel substrate and carried a relatively large portion of the fatigue load.
4.1.7	Coating Hardness
The Vickers hardness test method was used to measure the hardness of the various coating compositions using the Leitz Miniload hardness machine.  The tester was supplied by a 50X microscope magnification using 100 gf (Hv0.1)applied load. Five indentations were used to determine the average hardness value of each samples cross section from its substrate/coating interface towards the top surface using the shape shown in Figure ‎4‑56. 

Figure ‎4‑56: The indentation shape of the Vicker hardness tester on the coating surface.
Figure ‎4‑57 shows the average Vickers hardness value for the various coating compositions and the substrate under the same conditions. It is evident that the hardness values of all these coatings were two to over four times higher than that of the substrate. The evaluation of this improvement was varied according to the coating composition. However, the maximum hardness value (1080 HV, 0.1 applied load) was observed at coating mix P.S.4 which contains the highest percentage of nanostructured (75% WC-12Co) powder. The minimum hardness value amongst the coated samples was noticed at the coating mix P.S.9 (394 HV, 0.1 applied load). The results were similar to previous work carried using nanostructured WC-12Co as functionally graded coating carried by Al Mutairi [193].

Figure ‎4‑57: Average Vickers hardness value for the various coating compositions and the substrate.
Different indentation marks were observed in the conventional and nanostructured coating mix under the same load. The nanostructured indentation marks were very small compared to the conventional coating due to the high hardness of nanostructured WC particles. This can be attributed to the decrease of the binder free path in the coating microstructure due to high content of nanostructured WC particles and resulted in a rise of FCC/HCP ratio. Furthermore, it was noticed that the coating hardness increased as measurments were taken towards the  coating/substrate interface. This was due to the tensile regidual stresses found nearer the interface compared to the top surface during HVOF coating build up.
Figure ‎4‑58 shows comparisons between the average hardness value of the nanostructured mix (P.S.2, P.S.4 and P.S.6) and the conventional (P.S.1, P.S.5 and P.S.7) coating mix. It is clear from the presented results that the average hardness value for both increased as the WC percentage increase in the coating mix. This result is normally due to the increase of WC hard particles [196] in the HVOF coating mix. 

Figure ‎4‑58: comparisons between the average hardness value of nanostructured mix (P.S.2, P.S.4 and P.S.6) and the conventional (P.S.1, P.S.5 and P.S.7) coating mix.
Comparing the same percentage, there was little difference between the average hardness value of P.S.1 and P.S.6 coating mix. Furthermore, the average hardness value for the nanostructured P.S.2 increased (950 HV, 0.1) compared to that of conventional P.S.7 coating mix (542 HV, 0.1). The same result also observed at P.S.5 and P.S.4 the average hardness value increased from 858 HV, 0.1 to 1080 HV, 0.1 respectively. 
	It is clear from the above result that the HVOF coating hardness was strongly affected by WC-12Co powder particle size. This was associated to the influence of dislocation movement in HVOF coating microstructure due to nano WC particles. The nanostructured WC particles increased the grain boundary strength of the HVOF coating microstructure and impeded further dislocation movement under any applied stress [197]. Further conclusion from the hardness results were that an increase in the WC-12Co percentage in the coating mixes improve the hardness (P.S.4). This was due to decreasing the binder free path in the coating microstructure due to high content of nanostructured WC particles. 
Dry Erosion results:
The results of the dry erosion testing are presented in Figure ‎4‑59 in terms of mass losses for the eleven different coating mixes. It is clear that the mass losses were very high for samples containing high percentage of micro size WC-12Co or Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625). For instance, P.S.1, P.S.6 and P.S.9 samples which contain a high percentage of Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) show the highest mass losses (2.1053g, 1.7743g and 2.4066g respectively) amongst all tested samples due to the softness of the Diamalloy 1005 coatings. Furthermore, the mass losses for the coating mixes containing a high percentage of micro size WC-12Co showed a high mass loss of above 1.0 g. 

Figure ‎4‑59: The mass losses result from dry erosion test for the different eleven composition mixes.
Conversely, less coating material losses were observed for P.S.2, P.S.4 and P.S.10 mixes which contain a high percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co. It is evident that coating mix P.S.4, performs the best in resisting dry erosion particles among all the HVOF coatings tested here. The result shows that increasing the nanostructured WC-12Co percentage in the coating mix reduces the mass losses. This can be attributed to the good adhesionbetween the nanostructured WC-12Co coating and the sample substrate associated to the high density of the nanostructured coatings that reduces the porosity and voids. This resisted the coatings removal by erosion particles during testing.
Figure ‎4‑60 summarises the HVOF coating performance against dry erosion for both nanostructured and conventional WC-12Co at different percentages. It is evident that from Figure ‎4‑60 the high performance of the nanostructured HVOF coating compared to the conventional micro size coating against dry erosion. The mass losses due to erosion were lower for the nanostructured coating at all percentage compositions 25, 50 and 75%. Furthermore, it was observed that increasing the nanostructured WC-12Co from 25% to 75% reduced the mass losses due to dry erosion by almost half.   

Figure ‎4‑60: A comparison between nanostructured and conventional mix HVOF coating via mass losses due to dry erosion.
This also can be seen clearly in Figure ‎4‑61 which shows the eroded area for different samples. All samples exhibit continuous increases in eroded area due to erosion particles. However, the eroded area was different in each sample based on coating composition. For instance, the eroded area was much smaller in the coating mixes P.S.4 and P.S.2 (which contain 75% and 50% nanostructured WC-12Co respectively) compared to P.S.5 (which contain the same 75% percentage of the micro size WC-12Co) under the same erosion condition. This can be attributed to the inhomogeneous microstructure of P.S.5 which contains unmelted WC particles beneath impact compared to fully dense microstructure of P.S.2 and P.S.4 respectively. 

Figure ‎4‑61: Photographic image for the dry eroded area for samples P.S.4, P.S.2, and P.S.5.
It is evident that the erosion mechanism that causes the mass loss in all coating mixes can be linked to the high impact energies of the sand eroded particles and the exposed soft binder materials within the coating. This was not detected using the SEM, but could be something to observe in the future. Moreover, the effect of the eroded particle resulted in interface weakness between the hard carbide particles and cobalt matrix. 
Developed Mathematical model for dry erosion result:
The design of experiment (DOE) was again used on the dry erosion results. Figure ‎4‑62 again showed normal plot of residuals, therefore, the Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied. 


Figure ‎4‑62: Normal plot of residuals for dry erosion.




Table ‎4‑5: ANOVA analysis for dry erosion reduced model.




  Linear Mixture	3.549982	2	1.774991	161.2626	< 0.0001	
  AB	7.59E-06	1	7.59E-06	0.00069	0.9794	
  AC	0.610585	1	0.610585	55.47322	< 0.0001	
  BC	0.345372	1	0.345372	31.37798	< 0.0001	
  ABC	0.205655	1	0.205655	18.68432	0.0008	
Residual	0.143089	13	0.011007			




	R2 = 0.966	Pred R2 = 0.919
	Adj R2  = 0.951	Adeq Precision= 24.048

Dry Erosion= (0.0202*Nano WC-12Co)+(0.019355*Micro WC-12Co)+(0.040185*Inconel)+ (0.00063*Nano WC-12Co*Micro WC-12Co)(-0.00093*Nano WC-12Co* Inconel)+(0.0007*Micro WC-12Co*Inconel)+(2.5E-05*Nano WC-12Co*Micro WC-12Co* Inconel)	Equation ‎4‑4

Figure ‎4‑63 presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response values. This figure is usually used to validate the analysis. It is clear that those errors in prediction were again negligible, as the points are very close to the diagonal line. 


Figure ‎4‑63: Predicated Vs actual plot for dry erosion mass losses.





Figure ‎4‑64: Variation of mass losses of dry erosion plot at 25% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.
It was also apparent that a similar trend was observed when 50% of Inconel-625 was used with the additional of the two WC-12Co related powders as shown in Figure ‎4‑65. However, there was an increase of the mass loss (up to 25% of two WC-12Co powders) and then this began to fall with a sharp decrease at 50% WC-12Co addition to the mix. This was due to the reduction of the composition percentage of the hard particles (both nano and micro WC-12Co) resulting again in reduced hardness of the coatings and therfore increasing the erosion mass loss.

Figure ‎4‑65: Variation of mass losses due to erosion plot at 50% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.
Increasing the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% (Figure ‎4‑66) resulted in a mass loss plot where increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured content decreased erosive mass loss. However, these mass losses were high compared to the previous two plots (Figure ‎4‑64 and Figure ‎4‑65) and this can be attributed to the high percentage of softNi base alloy (Inconel 625 particles) in the coating mix resulting in lower hardness.

Figure ‎4‑66: Variation of mass losses due to erosion plot at 75% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.
A similar behaviour of the dry erosion response can be observed from the 3D contour plot as shown in Figure ‎4‑67 for all parameters (the three powders). It is evident that the mass losses decrease as the nanostructured WC-12Co percentage increases in the coating mix. 


Figure ‎4‑67: A 3D contour plot of the mass losses due to dry erosion.
Based on the above discussion, one can conclude that the mass losses due to dry erosion in HVOF coatings are strongly affected by the WC particle size; thus increase as the WC particle size increases (supported by DOE). Furthermore, increasing the composition percentage of the nanostructured WC-12Co in the mix improved the HVOF coating performance (P.S.4). The Inconel-625 had a slightly negative effect on the mass loss as its percentage increased in the HVOF coating mix and is therefore not recommended for dry erosion. Additionally, there are areas which could be brittle or ductile depending on the coating material. However, the eroded samples surface containing a high percentage of micro size WC-12Co  was brittle, compared to the higher fracture toughness of the nanostructured WC-12Co coating mixes, resulted in the brittle failure mode with more material loss. 

	Erosion/Corrosion results
The results of the slurry erosion/corrosion testing are presented in Table ‎4‑6 in terms of mass losses for the different eleven coatings. The P.S.4 coating mix had the lowest mass loss via slurry erosion/corrosion amongst all of the coating mixes, followed by that of the P.S.2 coating with a small amount of mass loss increase. The slurry mass loss for sample P.S.4 was 0.0163 g, while for sample P.S.2 was 0.0446 g. A similar trend of this result was observed by Al Mutairi [193] from his HVOF functionally graded coatings. The superior performance of the P.S.4 coating mix against slurry erosion is attributed again to the dense and uniform microstructure resulting from the homogeneous distribution of nanostructured WC particles in the Co matrix. Such microstructures eliminate pores and voids inside the HVOF coating microstructure and reduces the slurry erosion particles effect.
Table ‎4‑6: the mass losses due to slurry erosion/corrosion for the different eleven HVOF coating mixes.














The mass losses for the coating mixes containing a high percentage of micro size WC-12Co was high compared to the nanostructured coating. The microstructure of these mixes was inhomogeneous including pores and voids which allows the erosion particle and the solution to segregate into and weaken the HVOF coating microstructure, thus resulting in higher erosion material removal. 
It was observed also that the coating mixes containing a high percentage of Inconel-625 (P.S.1, P.S.6, and P.S.9) had lower mass losses and proved to be a good candidate for coating resistance for slurry erosion/corrosion environments after the nanostructured coating. This high performance was derived from the molybdenum and niobium in its nickel chromium alloy matrix. The combination of nickel and chromium in HVOF coating provided protective environments which protected against the different types of corrosion (pitting and crevice) due to slurry solutions [173].
Figure ‎4‑68 shows photographic images of the erosion area for different coating mixes. It was found that the P.S.4 coating mix demonstrates the smallest erosion/corrosion area compared with those of conventional micro size samples. However, in the micro size coating P.S.5 and P.S.7 (as shown) it was evident that carbide particles were removed from the exposed surfaces and resulted in higher surface area exposure of the binder Co to the erosion/corrosion media. 

Figure ‎4‑68: The surface post the slurry erosion/corrosion test for samples P.S.4, P.S.5, P.S.2 and P.S.7.
Figure ‎4‑69 demonstrates a schematic diagram of the erosion/corrosion mechanism of samples P.S.5 (worst) and P.S.4 (best) which can be applied to explain the mechanism for the remaining samples something that was unachievable using SEM.  It is evident that the P.S.5 coating mix was susceptible to erosion/corrosion due to large areas of the soft binder Co in the microstructure whichis easy to dissolve.. When the eroded slurry particle hit the binder and then the unsupported carbides in the coating surface with the high impact velocity and pressure, these areas started to remove the coating due to its softness and caused micro WC particle loss as observed especially with the existence of unmelted particles. As a result, this increased the mass losses due to slurry erosion/corrosion from the HVOF coating.

Figure ‎4‑69: Schematic diagram of the erosion/corrosion mechanism of samples P.S.5 and P.S.4 respectively.
On the other hand the P.S.4 microstructure which is dense and nanostructured, the WC particles acts as slurry erosion/corrosion protector. This dense microstructure reduces the slurry erosion/corrosion dissolution due to less soft binder matrix been exposed and most of the coating surfaces covered with the fully melted nanostructured WC particles, and during exposure to the corrosive slurry media these particles act as a barrier against the high impact of the eroded particle as observed due to the strong WC particles and high toughness offered by the binder matrix Co [119].
Developed Mathematical model for slurry erosion/corrosion result:
The design of experiment (DOE) was again used here to relate the experimental measured mass loses due to slurry erosion to the process factors. Figure ‎4‑70 shows a normal plot of residuals was found and again the Analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be applied for the slurry erosion/corrosion data. 

Figure ‎4‑70: the normal plot of residuals for slurry erosion.





Table ‎4‑7: The resulting ANOVA of the slurry erosion/corrosion mass losses data.




  Linear Mixture	1.852865	2	0.926432	55.38427	< 0.0001	
Residual	0.284365	17	0.016727			




	R2= 0.866947	Pred R2= 0.830763
	Adj R2= 0.851294	Adeq Precision= 21.16756 

Slurry erosion/corrosion mass losses = (0.00744* Nano WC-12Co)+( 0.013649 * Micro WC-12Co)+( -0.0011* INCONEL)	Equation ‎4‑5
Figure ‎4‑71presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response slurry erosion/corrosion values. This figure is usually used to validate the analysis. It is clear that those errors in prediction are negligible, as the points are very close to the diagonal line, which indicate that the values of both the actual and predicate mass losses due to slurry erosion are close to each other. This is in fact support the insignificant lack-of-fit.

Figure ‎4‑71: The actual vs. the predicted response values for slurry erosion/corrosion.
The variation of mass losses due to slurry erosion plot at 25% Inconel-625 is shown in Figure ‎4‑72. The plot compares the effect of additional composition feedstock materials (nanostructured WC-12Co InfralloyTM S7412 and micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004). It is evident that the mass loss decreased as the compositions of nanostructured WC-12Co increased, which agrees with previous studies [193].

Figure ‎4‑72: Variation of mass losses of slurry erosion/corrosion plot at 25% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.





Figure ‎4‑73: Variation of mass losses of slurry erosion/corrosion plot at 50% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.
Increasing the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% (Figure ‎4‑74) resulted in a mass loss plot similar to previous plot where increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured decreased erosive mass loss. However, these mass losses were low compared to the previous two plots (Figure ‎4‑72 and Figure ‎4‑73) and this can be attributed to the high percentage Ni base alloy (Inconel 625 particles) in the coating mix resulting in high corrosion resistance and reduced the slurry solution effect.  

Figure ‎4‑74: Variation of mass losses of slurry erosion/corrosion plot at 75% Inconel-625 and different percentage of WC-12Co both nano and micro particle size.
Comparable behaviour of the slurry erosion response can be presented also in 3D contour plot as shown in Figure ‎4‑75 for all parameters (the three powders). It is evident that the mass losses decreased as both the nanostructured WC-12Co and Inconel 625 percentage increasing in the coating mix. Such behaviour can be attributed as mention early to the high dense microstructure of nanostructured WC-12Co, additionally to that, the high corrosion resistance of Inconel 625 had a positive effect on the mass loss as its percentage increased in the HVOF coating mix. 

Figure ‎4‑75: A 3D contour plot of the mass losses due to slurry erosion/corrosion.
The results from the slurry erosion/corrosion can be summarized in the following conclusion. The mass losses due to slurry erosion/corrosion in HVOF coatings were strongly affected by the WC particle size; they increased as the WC particle size increased. Furthermore, increasing the composition percentage of the nanostructured WC-12Co in the mix improved the HVOF coating performance (P.S.4) and supported by DOE findings. The P.S.4 dense microstructure reduced the slurry erosion/corrosion dissolution due to the strong WC nano particles and high toughness offered by the binder matrix Co. The Inconel-625 had also a positive effect on the HVOF coating due to the high corrosion resistance of Ni base alloy.
Evaluation of the HVOF coating roughness
The results of the average surface roughness value for all eleven compositions are summarized in Figure ‎4‑76. It is clear that the P.S.4 mix depicts the lowest surface roughness value (Ra = 6.64µm) amongst all sprayed coating compositions. This can be attributed to the small size of tungsten carbide (WC) particles which easily melted during HVOF thermal spray and formed a uniform splat build up, revealing a smoother surface [198]. The P.S.2 coating mix also produced a low surface roughness value (approximately Ra=6.98µm) which was considerably lower compared to the other coating compositions which contained a higher percentage of WC-12Co micro size powder. 
 
Figure ‎4‑76: Coating roughness values for the different mixes.
On the other hand, P.S.5 coating mix shows the highest surface roughness value, followed by P.S.11, P.S.7 and P.S.3 mixes respectively. This result reflects typically the effect of unmelted micro size WC particles on the surface roughness as shown in Figure ‎4‑77. It is evident that the unmelted WC particles affect the coating splats built up in P.S.5 coating mix and created a non-uniform surface with high surface roughness value. Contrariwise, in the nanostructured coating mix P.S.4 most of the WC particles melted and formed a dense microstructure coating resulted in a lower surface roughness value compared to the mixes contain micro size WC particles. 

Figure ‎4‑77: Microscope image (20X) of coating edge for samples P.S.4 and P.S.5.
Figure ‎4‑78 and Figure ‎4‑79 shows a Surface profile in 2 and 3D dimensional for the coating roughness measurement of sample P.S.4 (75% of nano WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625) and P.S.5 (75% of micro WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625) respectively. It was observed that the amplitude of the surface roughness profile pick for sample P.S.4 was smaller compared to sample P.S.5 (fluctuating between 20 and 30 respectively). The second part of the figure also shows similar result in equivalent 3D topographic profile for the same samples. 

Figure ‎4‑78: Surface profile for the coating roughness measurement of sample P.S.4 (75% of Nano WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625).


Figure ‎4‑79: Surface profile for the coating roughness measurement of sample P.S.5 (75% of micro WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625).
Generally, similar trends of surface roughness profile were observed in the remaining mixes to varying degrees. The surface roughness amplitude increased as the percentage of the micro WC-12Co increased in the coating mix. As mentioned early the reason for was attributed to the unmelted WC particles during HVOF coating process.  
From the above results of the different coating surface roughness measurements, it was concluded that samples containing high percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co like P.S.4 had lower surface roughness value (Ra) compared the samples contain high percentage of micro size WC-12Co. This can be attributed to the small size of tungsten carbide (WC) particles which easily melted during HVOF thermal spray and formed a uniform splat build up, revealing a smoother surface. This result is beneficial to industries who’s applications require low surface roughness values, especially reducing finishing processes to prduce smooth components.
Evaluation of HVOF coatings through sliding Wear tests
The different coating mixes were tested via diamond ball on disc wear tester, and the results in term of weight losses versus sample composition due to wear are shown in Figure ‎4‑80. It can be seen that coating mixes contain a high percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co exhibit excellent wear resistance compared to the mixes contain a high percentage of WC-12Co micro size which agree with previous research [193].
 
Figure ‎4‑80: the weight losses versus sample composition due to sliding wear.
The P.S.4 nanostructured coating mix had a significant minimum mass loss due to wear compared to the other mixes. This result indicates that P.S.4 coating is a super coating against sliding wear amongst all HVOF coating mixes. The high wear resistance of this mix can be attributed again to the homogeneous dense microstructure of the nanostructured WC-12Co coating which led to high hardness and fracture toughness value. However, the nanostructured WC-12Co increased the coating hardness by reducing the mean free path of Co as reported by Jia et. al [137]. Additionally to that, the smoother surface roughness of the mix also played an important role during sliding wear test due to the small size of its surface irregularities. 
A comparison between friction coefficient and wear track of coating mixes P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Dimlloy 1005) best performing coating and P.S.5 (75% micro size WC-12Co and 25% Dimlloy 1005) worst performing coating is shown in Figure ‎4‑81. Both results were tested under the same sliding wear conditions. It is evident that the friction coefficient for both coatings fluctuated in the running in stage and then became stable as the sliding distance increased. Moreover, the coefficient of friction graph showed smaller fluctuations in the P.S.4 Mix as compared with Micro size P.S.5 mix. The typical coefficient of friction for the coating mix P.S.4 was found to be very low (0.3) compared to almost double value observed in coating mix P.S.5 (0.6). 

Figure ‎4‑81: The friction coefficient and wear track of coating mixes P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Dimlloy 1005) and P.S.5 (75% micro size WC-12Co and 25% Dimlloy 1005).
This also reflected in the wear track image for each sample. For instance a small width with less depth of wear track was observed in the P.S.4 image with a relatively smooth worn out surface mainly due to its nanostructured WC particles as reported in a previous study [199].This also can be related to the low surface roughness value measured previously in Figure ‎4‑78 for the same mix, as it improves the sliding wear resistance by lowering the friction coefficient. 
Figure ‎4‑81 shows also a different friction coefficient trend for sample P.S.5 under the same sliding wear condition. It is evident that a highwidth and deep wear track was observed in this mix. This can be attributed to unmelted micro size WC particles which affect the coating splat build up and resulted (due to its higher surface roughness value) in extruded material from the track by diamond ball during continuous sliding. It is also evident that the shape of the wear track change from circular to oval shape profile due to slip on both sides as a result of the ball unstability due to high friction coefficient.
The effect of lowering the percentage of nanostructured and micro size WC-12Co in some of the compositions to 50% produced the following wear track and coefficient of friction as shown in Figure ‎4‑82. It can be seen that coefficient friction value increased relatively in the P.S.2 mix (0.33) compared to P.S.4 ( 0.30) value. This means that decreasing the nanostructured percentage of WC-12Co in the coating mix, increased the friction coefficient value during sliding wear. This can be attributed to coating hardness decrease. Another comparison between the P.S.2 mix and the P.S.7 which contained 50% of micro size WC-12Co, the latter showed almost double the coefficient friction value. This also indicated by the wider and deep wear track on the disc.

Figure ‎4‑82: The friction coefficient and wear track of coating mixes P.S.2 (50% nanostructured WC-12Co and 50% Diamlloy 1005) and P.S.7 (50% micro size WC-12Co and 50% Diamlloy 1005).
Wear mechanism behaviour of the HVOF coating:
To understand the wear mechanism of material removal from the worn surface of the tested discs, electron microscope investigations were carried on the wear tracks. Each worn surface indicated a different wear mechanism operation depending on the HVOF coating material composition. For instance Figure ‎4‑83 shows a 3D reconstructed light microscope image of the worn surface of P.S.5 coating which contained a high percentage of micro size WC-12Co with Inconel-625. It is evident from the 3D image that the wider wear track was about 1985.3µm worn by the diamond ball. This gives indication of the severe wear process of the HVOF coating especially when comparing the depth of the worn surface (243µm) when the coating thickness was approximately 300µm.

Figure ‎4‑83: A 3D image of the wear track worn surfaces for P.S.5 (75% micro size WC-12Co and 25% Diamlloy 1005).
The wear mechanism can be explained by a shear removal of Co binder phase taking place initally and then followed by a pull out of WC micron size particles. However, the large size of WC particles, specially the unmelted ones were easier to remove from the binder by the diamond ball through repeated contact stress during sliding. This can attributed to the weak bonding between the WC particle and binder. The removal WC particle may act also as a three body abrasive wear to increase the plastic deformation and resulting in more removal material from the coatings. Moreover, large wear debris was observed during disc cleaning post the wear test, which means cracks had developed between the splat boundaries. In general one can classify this type of wear mechanism under severe adhesion.
In the case of P.S.4 nanostructured WC-12Co worn surface shown in Figure ‎4‑84, small plastic deformation can be observed by the soft binder phase removal material resulted in low mass losses compared to the high percentage micro size mixes coating. This can be attributed to its compact microstructure composed of homogeneous distribution and small mean free path of nanostructured WC particles and Co phase binder. Therefore, the nanostructured WC-12Co coating mixed with Inconel-625 (especially P.S.4 and P.S.2 mixes) displayed excellent properties including high hardness and dense microstructure makeing it a super wear resistive coating. This result agreed with previous studies carried on nanostructured WC-12Co using HVOF thermal spray process [193].

Figure ‎4‑84: A 3D image of the wear track worn surfaces for P.S.4 (75% nanostructured WC-12Co and 25% Diamlloy 1005).
Developed Mathematical model for sliding wear result:
The design of experiment (DOE) was used here to relate the experimental measured mass loss due to sliding wear to the coating factors. Figure ‎4‑85 again confirmed is a normal plot of residuals. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied and The resulting ANOVA of the sliding wear mass losses data are shown in Table ‎4‑8. It is evident that the model was significant, the lack-of-fit was not significant and the entire adequacy measures were close to 1 with predicted R2 and adjusted R2 close to each other (i.e. difference between them less than 0.2). The ANOVA indicated that the most significant factors on the sliding wear response were the micro WC-12Co and the nanostrucured WC-12Co Followed by Inconel-625 and then the two level interaction of nanostructured WC-12Co and micro WC-12Co (Diamalloy 2004).The final mathematical model determined by the DOE software linked to the sliding wear response with regards to actual factors is shown in Equation ‎4‑6.
 









Table ‎4‑8: The resulting ANOVA of the sliding wear mass losses.











	R2 = 0.971359	Pred R2 = 0.959783
	Adj R2 = 0.965989	Adeq Precision = 42.0045

Sqrt(Sliding wear mass losses)= (-0.00133 * Nano WC-12Co)+( 0.01847* Micro WC-12Co)+( 0.00548 * Inconel)+( 0.000122 * Nano WC-12Co * Micro WC-12Co)	Equation ‎4‑6

Figure ‎4‑86 presents the relationship between the actual response values and the predicted response values, and again the errors in prediction are negligible. This in fact supports the insignificant lack-of-fit.

Figure ‎4‑86: The predicted vs. actual values of the sliding wear mass losses.
The variation of mass losses due to sliding wear at 25% Inconel-625 is shown in Figure ‎4‑87. The plot compares the effect of additional composition feedstock materials (nanostructured WC-12Co InfralloyTM S7412 and micro WC-12Co Diamalloy 2004). It is evident that the mass losses due to sliding wear decreased as the compositions of nanostructured WC-12Co increased which agrees with previous studies [193] carried on nanostructured HVOF coating.

Figure ‎4‑87: The variation of mass losses due to sliding wear at 25% Inconel-625.
It was also apparent that a similar trend of sliding wear behaviour was observed when 50% of Inconel-625 was used with the additional of the two WC-12Co related powders as shown in Figure ‎4‑88. The maximum mass loss due to sliding wear reported at 50% of microWC-12Co and then this began to fall with a sharp decrease at 50% nano WC-12Co addition to the mix. This was due to the smooth surface roughness of WC nanostructured particles in the HVOF coating microstructure. It was observed that increasing the Inconel to 50% resulted again in decreases of sliding wear mass loss compared to 25% Inconel-625. This can be attributed to the increase of the Ni base alloy in mixes and reduce the friction coefficient between the HVOF coating and the diamond ball. Since most of the Inconel-625 particles are melted during HVOF thermal spray process, they form a low surface roughness coating and work as a solid lubricant agent. 

Figure ‎4‑88: The variation of mass losses due to sliding wear at 50% Inconel-625.
Increasing the Inconel-625 composition percentage to 75% (shown in Figure ‎4‑89) resulted in a wear mass loss plot similar to previous plot where increasing the WC-12Co nanostructured decreased wear mass loss. However, these mass losses were low compared to the previous two plots (Figure ‎4‑87 and Figure ‎4‑88) and this can be attributed to the high percentage Ni base alloy (Inconel 625 particles) in the coating mix resulted in a low surface roughness value and a reduced friction coefficient.  

Figure ‎4‑89: The variation of mass losses due to sliding wear at 75% Inconel-625.
Equivalent behaviour of the sliding wear response can be presented also in 3D contour plot as shown in Figure ‎4‑90 for all parameters (the three powders). It is evident that the mass losses decreased as both the nanostructured WC-12Co and Inconel 625 percentage increased in the coating mix. However, lower mass losses due to sliding wear were noticed at 75% nanostructured WC-12Co (corner A) compared the other powders.  Such behaviour can be attributed as mention earlier to the high density microstructure of nanostructured WC-12Co additionally to that, on how the low coating roughness value of high Inconel-625 percentage in the coating mix had a positive effect on the wear mass loss due to the low coefficient of friction. 

Figure ‎4‑90: A 3D contour plot show the effect of the different three powders on the sliding wear loses.
From the above discussion in different coatings sliding wear behaviour, it can be concluded that the wear mechanism was highly related to the hardness and WC particle size. Therefore, a coating mixes containing a high percentage of nanostructured WC-12Co displayed excellent wear resistance via sliding wear compared to the other mixes especially that with micro size and this is supported by the DOE analysis. This can be attributed to the reduced mean free path of the matrix by the nanostructured WC-12Co result in higher hardness, less Co binder phase. Furthermore, increasing the composition percentage of the nanostructured WC-12Co in the mix improved the HVOF coating performance against sliding wear (P.S.4). The Inconel-625 had also a positive effect on the sliding wear mass losses of HVOF coating as it work as a solid lubricant and reduce the friction coefficient. Finally, the sliding wear mechanism of the HVOF coating can be described by a shear removal of Co binder phase taking place initially and then followed by a pull out of WC micron size particles.
Results summary:
The overall findings of chapter 4 is summarized in Table ‎4‑9 which classifies the behaviour of each coating mix with respect to the desired coating properties weighted from 1 to 10, where 10 is the best behaviour and 1 is the poorest behaviour of the coatings, with each experimental test. 
Table ‎4‑9: Summary of overall finding results


A weight of 10 was applied when the best result for performance was found. Similarly a 0 was applied only if no performance was measured. In the case of any measured performance, like dry erosion, the maximum and minimum dry erosion across the 11 coated samples were 0.7g and 2.4g respectively. As 100% nanostructured WC-Co would most likely yield lower erosion loss (10) then 0.7g, the 0.7g sample P.S.4 was given a weighting of 9.If no WC-Co was used in the mix, that is 100% Inconel-625 one would expect this to yield the highest mass loss thus would be weighted at 0 therfore the 2.4g sample (P.S.9) was weighted at 1 in comparsion to the mextured  dry erosion mass loss range.













Conclusion and Future Recommendations:
The main objective was to investigate the relationship between the various compositions of coating materials tungsten carbide cobalt (WC-12Co) of both micro sized Diamalloy 2004 and superfine nanostructured WC-12Co commercially known InfralloyTM S7412 with Diamalloy 1005 (Inconel-625) and their resulting coating mechanical properties (tensile strength, fatigue, bending, roughness, hardness, wear, erosion, corrosion), through the development of process models using the design of experiment methodology (DOE). The conclusions resulting from this investigation are listed as follows:
	Based on results obtained from of the all mechanical tests carried out in this research,  the P.S.4 (75% nano WC-12Co and 25% Inconel-625) coating proved to be the optimal choice based on the experiment results and DOE analysis. This was followed by P.S.2 (50% Nano WC-12Co and 50% Inconel- 625) as an alternative choice. Conversly, P.S.1 (25% Micro WC-12Co and 75% Inconel- 625) proved to be the poorest performing coating overall therefore, it can be concluded that a high level of Inconel -625 and micro WC-12Co provides poor mechanical/ triobological performance. However, as the percentage composition of the small particle size increased, the more dense the coating microstructure became due to the small particles been fully melted, this produced a microstructure with high thickness plus high mechanical adhesion during coating build up. This resulted in a HVOF coating (like P.S.4) with superior bonding at its interface and no signs of delamination between the coating/substrate interface, which necessary for applications involving the protection against wear, corrosion and erosion /corrosion.  
	This high density coating P.S.4 had lower porosity and void availability in the coating microstructure which reduced crack initiation during tensile testing and increased the bond strength. In addition, the high kinetic energy of the HVOF process aided bonding strength increase between the  small particles through rapid melting and impact velocities compared to the micro particle size and thus required more tensile force to cause failure. The absence of micro defects and high elastic modulus of the nanostructured HVOF coating carried a relatively large portion of the fatigue load. Additionally, The WC nanostructured decreased the binder free path in the coating microstructure. 
	The excellent performance of the P.S.4 coating compostion (75% nano WC-12Co 25% Inconel-625) pleces it as one of the main contenders to replace functional graded coatings in many thermal spray applications (including oil/gas) out performing WC-InCr coatings due to its Cobalt content [199] especially in industries which have applications that require low surface roughness values.
PhD Contribution:

The novelty of this research interms of a PhD was to focus on producing a protective hard coating from a mix of powders to protect components from wear and erosion/corrosion.  This would decrease maintenance cost and time experienced by oil and gas businesses; wipe out shutdown cost for machines and the need for component replacement. Despite the fact that many researchers have created profitable results by means of HVOF systems, most design a single layer coating (sometimes functionally graded coating), however the use of a composite (mixing of the three powders, one been nanostructured) is novel, particularly for repairing complex shapes and parts of machine where the clearnce and surface roughnes is the significant concern. 
Additionally, the optimization via Design of Experiment Statistical software used in the thermal spray process is generally a new concept, with optimisation of the HVOF process parameters coming from DCU itself. However, DOE of thermal spray coating composition has not been researched to date, so these novel findings are   very useful for the feedstock powders suppliers to design new feedstock materials based on the required application. The DOE results confirms repeatability and offers models for predicting coating performance based on the factors imposed, thus fully optimises any research findings as shown in this research.
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